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Moses parting the Red Sea – “You’d better put your Wellington boots on,
this is the first time I’ve done this trick!”

The live music varies from passable to dire and
just when you think that you’ve established the
year from musical clues (1958/9) in the
background
soundtrack,
a
completely
anachronistic record pops up (“Sealed with a
Kiss”- 1962). However, the worst mistake is a
really sloppy piece of continuity that was pounced
on with glee by Rock’n’Roll fans at the time.

FILM REVIEW
by Neil Foster

THAT’LL BE THE DAY
(30 YEARS ON)
I last saw this film on its general release in 1973
and when I noticed that it was the late-night
choice recently on ITV 1, I decided to watch it
again in case three decades had made any
difference to my initial impression of it (mediocre).

Essex has left home and now lives in some grotty
rooms at the seaside resort. His friend (Robert
Lindsay) arrives, bringing his record player and
records from home. Essex seizes one of the LPs
and we see that it is the one with just “Buddy
Holly” on the cover. “I’ve been waiting weeks to
hear this!” he cries, plugging in the record player
and putting on the LP. Out comes “Donna” by
Ritchie Valens! (“For my next trick…”)

Alas, no! It really is as bad as I thought. I admit
that I have an antipathy to the multi-untalented
David Oddsox (sorry, Essex) – not only can he not
sing, he can’t act either. (He was the Jess Conrad
of the ‘70s, with the same amount of talent).
Judging by his hairstyle, he must
have been the only Mod in 1958.
The problem is that the haircuts on
all the other male actors are equally
appalling and unconvincing (a ‘70s
idea of ‘50s styles) and a great many
of the cast are obviously far too old
for the parts they have been given.

There are some films which, though
they have faults, re-create the flavour
of the ‘50s very effectively (“American
Graffiti” for example); you really
believe in the characters and care
what happens to them but “That’ll be
the Day” is so poorly done and
emotionally shallow that you just don’t
care a damn for anyone.

You simply cannot believe in either
Essex or his mate, played by Robert
Lindsay, as schoolboys, any more
than you can believe that the two
girls in the coffee bar in an early
scene are still at school. (One of
them, by the way, is played by Sue
Holderness, an unknown name then
but very well known now because of
her portrayal of Marlene, Boysie’s tarty wife, in
“Only Fools and Horses”.) The most convincing
acting performance is by Ringo Starr but he is,
after all, only playing himself, as he was a real
Ted in the Fifties.

The exception is the sex scene in the
chalet, which is quite convincing,
although
whether
sex
(and
unprotected at that) was so freely and
easily available as this film tries to
make out, I doubt. (Please don’t write
in and tell me that you are now a
silver-haired grandaddy of 66 but in
1958 at Butlins, Pwhllheli, you and your mates
went through all the available birds on your block
like a knife through butter – you’ll only make me
jealous!)
“That’ll be the Day” was well received at the time
as it was one of the first of the nostalgic “Hey, the
‘50s were fun!” movies. In fact, I was surprised to
see it received four stars (“Very Good”) in my
current TV guide, whereas “Green for Danger”,
featuring the sublime Alastair Sim, only received
three (“Worth Watching”).

Even so, his haircut is dreadful, too – far too long,
shaggy and unkempt, and once again, he is too
old for the part he plays. The same goes for Billy
Fury. There are some good, reliable actors and
actresses involved (like James Booth and
Rosemary Leach, who plays Essex’s mother) but
the characters they have been given are wooden
and one-dimensional.

I am just glad that I shall not be around in thirty
years time and won’t have to watch it a third time!
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factual errors – by chance I picked up another
Liverpool book (KILLER by Charlie Seiga, John
Blake Publishing Ltd, 2001), the life-story of a
Merseyside criminal, which contains a photo of
some Teds and their girls jiving. Seiga’s caption
says, “Some of our gang of Teddy boys and girls
jiving in 1956 – I’m in the crowd there
somewhere.”

BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

TATTOOED ON THEIR TONGUES
A Journey through the Backrooms of
American Music
By Colin Escott (Schirmer Books, New York) 1996
$14.95, 243 pages, Illustrated, Index

So am I, Charlie. It was not 1956 but 1975
actually, at New Brighton Pier, during the filming
of a documentary called “1955” featuring George
Melly, among others. And it was our gang, not
yours!

This American book, as far as I know, has not
been published in the UK – my thanks to TFTW
reader and friend, Steve Howarth, who got hold of
several copies and passed one over to me.

The picture in question, which appeared on
page 3 of the Liverpool Daily Post, Monday,
July 21, 1975 (in case you want to check).
Mind you, in the same book, on page 151, he
writes, “There was an American Airforce base not
far from where we lived. It was in a place called
Bluebell Lane.” No, it wasn’t, Charlie. It was in a
place called Burtonwood (Warrington), about 12
miles away! Your navigation is even worse than
mine!)

Colin Escott is a well-known and respected writer
on Rockabilly, Rock’n’Roll and associated types of
music. This book is an amazingly eclectic (always
try to stick that word into a review – it adds class!)
collection of essays on such diverse artists as
Bobby Charles, Jimmy Swan, Melvin Endsley,
Tommy Blake, Dwight Yoakam, Tim Hardin, and
even Pat Boone!

(H – don’t pass these comments on to old Charlie
– I have no wish to be blasted with buckshot or
carved up with a Stanley knife!)

There’s a section on the history of record labels
such as Decca, King, Starday and Hi and another
on guitar stars such as James Burton and Roy
Buchanan. The author always has something
interesting and original to say about each one and
as an example, look at his chapter on Don Everly
from which we learn the surprising fact that the
arrangement on “Bye Bye Love” featured four
guitars, not three as we always assumed.

(Okay, you can rely on me Neil – H)

The photos are very good and plentiful and at the
end of each chapter is a short list of
recommended albums for that particular artist. I
read the whole volume at one sitting so that will
give you an idea of how riveting it is.
KONFUZED KILLER

THE END

(In a previous issue of TFTW I reviewed a
Liverpool novel which was full of grammatical and
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George Orwell
says “HOLD
THE THIRD
PAGE!”
© Paul Harris

The American Festival Of The
Blues II

Michael Roach
Looking very smart in a beige suit, white shirt and
dark tie, Michael strode out to warm applause and
sat down with acoustic guitar in hand. Must be
tough for a solo acoustic act to warm up a blues
audience let alone a crowd that consists of nonblues converts. Some very tasty pickin’ and clear,
articulate vocals on Skip James’ ‘Special Rider
Blues’, perhaps winning over new friends as he
introduced his second number ‘Alberta’ which
came from his previous album ‘Good News’
(which incidentally he was promoting on the
previous tour). With a new album and a new tour
on which to promote it, he treated us to the title
track ‘Cyprus Grove’ which had a very much laidback, gentle feel to it.

Bobby Parker
Deitra Farr
Michael Roach
Otis Grand And The Big Blues Band
Woodville Halls, Gravesend,
Tuesday, 22nd April 2003
Like American Festival Of The Blues I, this was a
gruelling six-week tour, criss-crossing the length
and breadth of the U.K. The 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board is pleased to bits on count
one; that there was indeed a number two.
Disappointed on count two that, yet again, turn
outs are, to say the least, not encouraging.
Certainly we lift our hats to the promoters who,
unlike so many, are prepared to put their money
where their mouths are, putting together tours for
what in effect are not big names, even in the blues
field. To the world at large they would not mean a
damn thing. CDs and merchandise were on sale
at the venue so I guess the record companies are
helping to pick up the tab.

Michael allowed his voice to take on a raspier feel
as he took on ‘Brownsville Blues’ and ‘Bricks In
My Pillow’, the latter an excellent workout on his
‘Good News’ album. Personally, I very much
enjoyed his call for compassion on ‘Look At The
People’. I guess that Michael is very much a
committed Christian finishing off his set with a
passionate take on ‘What Month Was Jesus Born
In?’ Well, that may vary depending on what
theological version you choose, could be January,
some say July even, Michael is convinced it’s
December. With the intensity of his interpretation,
I want to believe him, at least for the duration of
his song. As it was last time, very much a faultless
performance.

With time to kill, yours truly arrived at the venue at
door opening time, first in the bar, mug of coffee
in hand, and took a seat to wait for a familiar face
to perhaps share a blues chat with. Soon, folks
began to drift in; sure don’t look like blues fans to
me… definitely a certain age. suits and smart
dresses, couples who looked as they would if
attending a provincial theatre, no matter who was
on the bill. Signed photos of the stars who have
trodden the boards of the Woodville Halls adorn
the wall – Lenny The Lion, Billy Dainty, Freddie
Starr and so forth; not a blues face amongst them.
Eventually a few with suitable T-shirts began to
saunter in, amongst them loyal 'Tales From The
Woods' contributor/subscriber and general genius
of all things R&B, Bill Millar.
Once inside the auditorium Bill took his seat
directly behind me. We glanced around; less than
a third full. Simultaneously shaking our heads in
despair, Bill mentioned to me that Louisiana Red
had had to drop off the bill because of extreme ill
health, which was not good news for me as I have
not seen ole Red in many a long year and was
looking forward to seeing him again. His place
was taken in more than able fashion by Michael
Roach who had been on the first tour.

© Paul Harris

Otis Grand and the Big Blues Band
Otis Grand has probably more awards in his
cabinet for being voted Best British Blues
Guitarist, Best British Blues Album, etc. than
'Tales From The Woods' irrepressible publicity
agent Ken Major has fishing trophies. It could be
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argued that there are not too many blues bands of
this size out there gigging in the U.K. but what
cannot be contradicted is Otis’ dedication and
loyalty to the music he loves. Two saxes, drums,
keyboards, stand-up bass and, of course, Otis
himself on lead guitar.

Otis Grand & Deitra Farr
© Paul Harris

Backed up to near perfection by Otis and his
band, opening with the late Eddie Hinton’s ‘The
Search Is Over’ (nice choice, Deitra) she was as
clear as a bell but maybe not as powerful;
certainly not as raunchy as American Festival Of
The Blues I star Angela Brown but equal in
soulfulness. Next up, paying tribute to the longgone Little Walter with ‘I’m Just Your Fool’ before
an excellent rendition of her own ‘I’d Rather Be
Gone’, Otis complementing her nicely with this
tale of home wrecking situations. On ‘Mean Ole
World’ she gave Otis plenty of room to stretch out,
and a funky ‘Bad Company’ preceded the closing
boogie, ‘Feelin’ Good’. All too soon her set was
over. Good to see Deitra in far more favourable
circumstances.

Michael Roach & Otis Grand
© Paul Harris

Otis did not bring a singer with him on this tour, so
brought on Michael Roach, who put on his best
“gruff vocals” hat for a workout on Howlin’ Wolf’s ‘I
Ain’t Superstitious’. The remainder of the act
naturally consisted of instrumentals; a fine Earl
Hooker ‘Chicago Blues’, a crowd pleasing
‘Hucklebuck’, Otis taking his guitar for a walkabout
through the sparse auditorium before returning to
the stage to name-check and play in the style of
his heroes.
Otis Grand’s outfit has been reviewed in these
hallowed pages before and there is little left to
add. Personally, I very much enjoy the variations
of the sax players, both amongst themselves and
with Otis. My guess is that one player is schooled
in jazz and the other in Rock'n'Roll and together
they create a blast.

© Paul Harris

Bobby Parker
This dapper little gent has appeared in these
pages before, yours truly reviewing his
performance at the Utrecht Blues Festival in which
he was billed as Bobby ‘Watch Yer Step’ Parker
and then failed to perform his biggest and most
influential hit, leading some in our group to
suggest it was a different Bobby Parker. Indeed
others were to say there were several “Bobby
Parkers” on the U.S. blues circuit. Well folks, this
one did ‘Watch Yer Step’ and it was the same guy
who appeared at Utrecht so, cloned guys across
the pond, watch yer step! We have seen the real
thing twice. He certainly looked the biz; jet black
James Brown wig glued to the top of his head,
lightweight check trousers with matching box
jacket but, despite all this, he totally lacks
stagecraft, saying not a word of introduction to
either ‘Nothin’ But The Blues’ or ‘So Glad I Found
You’. However, he did choose to say a few words
about ‘Lick Them And Stick Them’ the number
that stuck out in my memory from Utrecht, then as
now my personal favourite of his set.

© Paul Harris

Deitra Farr
The last time I saw this blues lady from Chicago,
she was in the company of Johnny Rawls at the
100 Club several years back. Even by the
standards of this Oxford Street institution’s
notoriously erratic sound system, that night
gremlins struck big time. Deitra’s voice was often
lost in the mix and, at one point, words were
exchanged between the stage and mixing desk
which led to the soundman storming off in a huff.
Tonight there were no such problems.
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gazing into the sky, an airliner leaving a trail of
vapour in its wake obviously the object of his
fascination.
“Hi,” I remarked rather meekly as I faced him from
the pavement side. “I have come to live here.”
“Wonderful sight. Sound. On its way back from
Hong Kong you know” not bothering to lower his
head as he spoke. I found myself glancing over
the shortish, stocky man; tight black curly hair,
mid to late thirties, immaculately dressed in his
airline pilot uniform. Not only did he strike a pose
like Kenneth Moore from a scene in ‘Reach for
The Sky’ but he actually spoke like him as well.

Bobby Parker & Otis Grand
© Paul Harris

What you can’t take away from Bobby is his guitar
pickin’, more than ably demonstrated with ‘You’re
A Wild Thing Baby’; some expert interplay with
Otis on this one. The two saxes rocked nicely on
‘Fast Train Out Of Here’ before Bobby introduced
his biggest hit ‘Watch Yer Step’ with a lot of spiel
about how this is considered by many to be the
first heavy metal record, a huge influence on the
likes of Jimmy Page, Jeff beck etc. Deitra Farr
and Michael Roach returned to join Bobby and
Otis on a finale, romping through ‘Let’s Have A
Natural Ball’.

“Splendid,” he called out, stretching out one hand,
his pipe clutched in the other, as though suddenly
becoming aware of my existence. “Welcome
aboard,” he chuckled as I swung upon the
creaking old rusty gate. “Thanks,” I replied as I
struggled up the four stone steps leading to the
front door. “I am on the third floor,” he called out
behind me. “Oh,” I grinned, not quite knowing
what to say to that, whilst at the same time
wondering why a man in his position would be
living in a place like this.

© Paul Harris

Well folks, within a few days at number 31
Ladbrook Terrace it all became clear. Andrew was
not an airline pilot at all; in reality he worked in the
furnishing department of nearby Whiteley’s store.
Each morning he would dress up in the uniform of
which he was so proud, his everyday work suit
safely hidden inside a briefcase. By all accounts
the change of clothes ritual would take place in
the men’s room of Whiteley’s and each evening
the ritual reversed.

So ends another American Festival Of The Blues.
Will there be a third I ask myself? I do hope so
because these sort of tours are extremely rare in
the U.K. Before I go I’d like to say that Otis Grand
and his band did an excellent job backing up both
Deitra and Bobby along with their own fine set.
Full marks. Here’s to the next time.

Don’t get me wrong, Andrew was not a buffoon;
eccentric certainly, well spoken, quite well
educated, a fine conversationalist (as many an
evening spent in the nearby Cromwell Arms would
testify to). He just simply wanted people to share
and believe in his fantasy as much as he did
himself, none more so than his long time
girlfriend, Caroline, a pleasant, rather frumpish
lady, with long fair hair. On many a Sunday
afternoon they could be seen out a-wandering in
Kensington Gardens, he in his airline pilot’s
uniform, puffing away on his pipe, she in a simple
Laura Ashley style frock, hand in hand. If a plane
should pass over they would stop and both would
gaze into the sky until the object of their interest
had virtually disappeared from view, before
continuing on their unhurried way, perhaps to
stop, sit and chat with Nanna, as ever sitting alone
with her flask and book.

Keith Woods

The Left Bank Of The Woods
Hi folks and welcome to the third instalment of the
Left Bank. Back in issue 28 I spoke about Nanna,
one of the many characters who occupied the
premises where I lived for 18 months in Notting
Hill. After Nanna, the second longest surviving
resident was Andrew whose flatlet was directly
above Nanna on the third floor. Andrew had
moved in somewhere around the mid-fifties and
seemed to put down roots. I guess he felt
contented there.
Andrew was the first of the occupants I was to
meet. I can remember it as clearly as if it was
yesterday. A surprisingly mild February morning in
1968, turning off of the bustling main road into the
relative peace and quiet of Ladbrook Terrace,
carrying two battered old suitcases. Andrew stood
in the front garden, right foot propped up on a
rung of the rusty iron gate, pipe in mouth, eyes

Like so may people who passed through my life in
my formative years, I think of Andrew now and
again. A few years ago, sitting on a 747 on the
tarmac at Heathrow, moments before take off, en
route for the United States I began to chuckle to
myself as I thought if maybe Andrew would be
5

Ray Davies
Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
Friday 16th May 2003

flying us all safely State-side. The chuckle
became a little more animated. 'Tales From The
Woods' world famous and very own Mr Angry,
John Howard, sat adjacent to me across the aisle
with his charming wife Mary. John, out of the
corner of his eye, caught me in mid chuckle
“What?” he smiled, finding it strange at this
moment of all to find something to laugh about, for
we both share a near paranoid hatred of flying. I
just shrugged my shoulders. “Nothing,” I
whispered.
The poem from my personal archives this month
comes yet again from the period spent at Notting
Hill Gate. Entitled ‘K.S.W.’ it was basically written
for myself, about myself or at least how I chose to
see myself at the time. Maybe Andrew was not the
only person at 31 Ladbrook Terrace living out a
fantasy. One thing is for certain, I must have been
feeling angry at the time.

The coming of Ray Davies to the Royal Festival
Hall created quite a buzz for yours truly. I would
not describe myself as a dedicated follower but
certainly a fan of The Kinks. Way, way back in the
mists of time (Issue 4 of 'TFTW') we here at the
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board were
campaigning for knighthoods for both Lonnie
Donegan and Ray Davies for their contributions to
contemporary British music. Sadly, Lonnie passed
last year without ever receiving his. So come on
Blair, how about it? You’re supposed to be a rock
fan and play guitar. Sending troops to illegally
occupy a foreign land clinging to the coat-tails of
another country’s army is not the way we do
things here, so what a great way to make amends
by giving credit to a man who writes and sings,
celebrating the quirkiness (good, bad or
indifferent) of our way of life.

‘K.S.W.’
Keith Woods © 1968
Hi I’m K S W
I’m a walking contradiction
I want to smash the constitution
Break down the revolution
Pilgrim, prophet
To the underdog
Don’t wear khaki
If you pass me by
I shall vomit in your face
From the time of the cradle
Till the earth is on my grave
I shall never believe in you
Long as I have breath to speak
I shall decry your smile
Refuse to dance
To your tune
Long as there are
Burning bodies
Calloused hands
Twisted minds

I wandered into the rapidly filling auditorium some
fifteen minutes before show time to what would
prove to be a virtually full house. Ray’s heroes’
and influences’ records were playing over the
sound system; Chuck Berry, Big Bill Broonzy,
interspersed with a crackling old music hall tune.
At 8 o’clock, virtually to the second (British Rail
time), Ray strode out on stage, acoustic guitar in
hand, a roar of approval greeting him as the
house lights dimmed.

Don’t expect me
To walk in line
Whilst birds cannot fly
Trees cannot breathe
Whilst defenceless animals
Are slaughtered
By mindless fascists
Whilst faceless bureaucrats dictate
The lives of the enslaved
Whilst concrete and greed
Destroy nature’s own
I don’t believe in
Capitalism, socialism
Communism, fascism
Fuck you!
I don’t believe in you

Ray sat down, straight into an acoustic and solo
version of ‘Dedicated Followers Of Fashion’.
‘Autumn Almanac’ and ‘Well Respected Man’
followed in quick succession before introducing to
the stage an Australian guitar picker whose name
was certainly new to me, Mark Jones, who
brought some very intricate patterns to the
proceedings, introducing a new song ‘This Is
Where I Belong’. I loved it - stock-in-trade Davies’
sense of irony, sentimental without being gushing,
quirky sense of humour.
Jonathan Richman has recently recorded a track
on an album over in the States in which homage
is paid, by a variety of guests, to the songwriter
from Muswell Hill. From the album Ray chose a

Keith Woods
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song that had been recorded by a girl jazz singer
whose name I did not catch. I have no idea where
in the back catalogue ‘No Return’ came from bit I
thought it was bloody awful! Far too clever for its
own good, lacking all the ingredients I just
described in a Ray Davies song. ‘Lazy Sunday
Afternoon’ brought yells of recognition before
airing another new song ‘After The Fall’.

climate works wonders (as no doubt does the
money). Avery stood near the left wing waving his
drumsticks above his head, receiving a standing
ovation from the hard core Kinkies amongst the
audience.
Back to the very early days next for ‘Set Me Free’,
‘All Day And All Of The Night’ and of course ‘You
Really Got Me’ (I am sure the soundman cranked
the levels for this one – it was loud!) followed by
the more sedate and lesser known ‘Old Records’.
The
aforementioned
Jonathan
Richman’s
favourite Davies composition, ‘Stop Your Sobbin’,
which he recorded for the Davies tribute album
was heard for the first time live by yours truly from
the mouth of its creator. Just a bar of intro of ‘Lola’
was required to bring the entire house to its feet
virtually singing the words out of Ray’s mouth and
there was no better way to celebrate ‘Waterloo
Sunset’ than in a theatre on the banks of the River
Thames at … errr, well… Waterloo.

Ray and Mark Jones plugged in, bass guitarist
and drummer strode out and a huge cheer
greeted the start of the electric show with the
familiar sounds from The Kinks’ hit making glory
days ‘Victoria’. He could have simply coasted out
the first half by keeping to the well-trodden hits but
chose to debut a handful of new songs. I enjoyed
‘Our Times Together’, ‘Creatures Of Little Faith’
and ‘Morning After’ but the one that did it for me
was ‘Stand Up Comic’. Described by Ray as
dedicated to the debasing of modern culture
where everything is dragged down to the lowest
possible common denominator; the stand up
comic says “Bollocks” and everyone laughs; the
stand up comic bends over and farts and
everyone laughs. Got no disagreement from me
there, folks.

Despite being on stage for almost three hours
apart from a twenty-minute interval, near
deafening applause brought Ray back for two
encores. The song that many of you who know
me well will know is close to my heart, the
wonderful ‘(Thank You For) The Days’ for the first
encore, the second being a reading of the lesser
known ‘Low Budget’.
Well, what else can I say? It was brilliant. Total
knockout.

Keith Woods
Lou Reed
Barbican
Wednesday, 28th May 2003

Back on familiar ground with the wonderfully
catchy London working class tale ‘Dead End
Street’ and then a little chat followed about how
the album ‘Village Green Preservation Society’
was not a success sales-wise when first issued
but years later is looked upon as a cult piece. So
okay, I know I’m biased but I reckon that ‘God
Bless Mrs Mop And All The Little Shops’ from the
title track has got to be one of the classic lines in
all British rock music history. From the said album
came ‘Picture Book’, ‘Animal Farm’, ‘Big Sky’ and
the touching ‘Walter’, a tale by all accounts of a
boy from his schooldays, a sensitive loner who
was best mates with Ray for a while, both being
outsiders. Once The Kinks hit big, Ray lost touch
and the song reflects what may or may not have
become of Walter.

Lou Reed – guitar/vocals
Fernando Saunders – bass
Jane Scarpantoni – cello
Mike Rathke – guitar
Antony – vocals
Guang Yi Ren – tai chi master
Arriving at this plush EC1 address with time to
spare (unlike his arrival times at work – H), I
wandered aimlessly around the bar and cafeteria
area, coffee in hand, checking out Reedies from
previous days past. A familiar face spotted,
indeed a man who frequents a shared watering
hole near Marble Arch. What a surprise, he never
confessed before to being a Reedie; Ojinska from
Finland. A brief conversation shared as always
before parting. “Has there ever been a Lou Reed
gig that I haven’t seen you?”

The second half opened with yet another new
song, the self explanatory ‘London’, heading out
into Kinks hit territory with ‘Twentieth Century
Man’, ‘Tired Of Waiting For You’ and ‘Where Have
All The Good Times Gone’. A surprise certainly
when original Kinks drummer Mick Avery took
over the drum kit for a run through of ‘Well
Respected Man’. Okay, so second time tonight but
good to hear it with a band. South London born
Mick, who now lives in peaceful retirement in
Antigua, looked good - obviously the temperate

“What do you think he will play tonight?” a young
guy asks, obviously a Reedie virgin. “You pays
your money and takes your chance. There is no
telling what he may do.” “Walk On The Wild Side,
Perfect Day?” the boy asked enthusiastically. “I
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doubt it,” I laughed. “Shout for them and he may
do”, I added before walking off, leaving
the boy to his last moments of
innocence. Why, every Reedie knows
you can shout until you are blue in the
face or until green slime pours from
your ears, the old curmudgeon will take
no notice.

saccharine that it was surreal in this setting and, I
might add, not a distant relative of the
Commodores’ ‘Three Times A Lady’.
Another; tai chi master Guang Yi Ren
demonstrated his art on a couple of
numbers which I must simply describe as
balletic
kung
fu,
pushing
artistic
expression over the bounds into
pretension, I thought. Lou Reed has never
been slow in coming forwards to display
his love for doo-wop, especially that which
belongs to his native city of New York. A
couple of songs were given a doo-wop treatment
in their endings, none more so than ‘Sweet Jane’.
‘Candy Says’ was given the full doo-wop
treatment by Lou’s wonderful falsetto back-up
singer Antony who, by all account, performs with
his own outfit Antony and the Johnsons; so if any
of you New York based subscribers to 'Tales
From The Woods' can further my education about
this falsetto singer and his group I would be
grateful.

“Have you heard the new album?” a
charming lady of slight frame asked,
her long sandy hair accentuating her
clear hazel eyes. “Yes, I bought it a couple of days
ago,” I replied, finding myself spellbound by her
angelic personality. “I found it pretty heavy going
on the first airing”, I added. “Yes,” she chuckled,
“but there is something endearingly adolescent
about a hard nosed 60 year old suddenly
becoming infatuated with the works of Edgar Allen
Poe.” “What a wonderful quote,” I replied with a
smile. “May I use it in my review for my
magazine?” “Oh, you have your own magazine?”
she asked, her clear, unblemished features
seemingly lit up. “Oh yes,” I replied with near
breathless enthusiasm, “Would you like me to tell
you about it. I do so much enjoy talking about
myself.” (Keith’s account of the intercourse
between the two of them ends here. Whether
because he is too modest to reiterate his own
virtues yet again in these hallowed pages or
because she walked off, I know not – H).

‘Small Town’, dedicated to his friend and one time
mentor of the Velvet Underground, the late pop
artiste Andy Warhol, came along early in the set
as did ‘Men Of Good Fortune’. There were songs
of more recent vintage such as ‘Ecstasy’ from the
2000 album of the same name and ‘Set The
Twilight Reelin’ and also a title track from his 1996
album and now from his latest, ‘The Raven’, the
simple but effective ‘Vanishing Act’ and the
somewhat wistful ‘Call Me’. In between came ‘The
Day John Kennedy Died’, a rarely performed item
from his back catalogue and likewise the tale of
Downism, ‘Sunday Morning’. Two boys and a girl
managed to breach the tight security, hurtled on
stage and hugged Reed whilst at the end of the
evening’s performance standing ovation I felt like
doing the same myself. Naturally self-control
prevailed. A warm and magical evening.
Marvellous.

In a set that lasted for over two and a half hours,
Lou played just three offerings from “The Raven”,
his latest album. The title track, a mammoth reworking of Poe’s best known poem, instead
redefined the art of revisiting the past that both
more than satisfied himself and the audience. A
tight, crack, drummerless band attuned to his
every nuance and a great deal of old fashioned
imagination - the end result, wonderful; each song
given a radical overhaul without losing its natural
feel or melodic structure. During the course of his
long set, much to my astonishment, we were
treated to the first Velvet Underground single from
1966, ‘All Tomorrow’s Parties’ and, late in the set,
‘Perfect Day’. Sorry kid, I was wrong.

Keith Woods.
Bernard Allison
Borderline
Tuesday, 25th March 2003

The whole vocal emphasis was altered for that
paean to sado-masochism ‘Venus In Furs’, the
heart breaking tale of anonymous and joyless sex
sought out in the back rooms of seedy bars and
other such establishments explored in ‘Rock
Minuet’. Jane Scarpantoni played with virtuosity
beyond her call on the wonderfully darkly
atmospheric ‘Street Hassle’ which was received
with a whoop of joy from yours truly as was ‘Dirty
Boulevard’ from my (still) favourite Lou Reed
album of 1988, ‘New York’.

Like the American Festival Of The Blues II, this
gig yet again was, to say the least, poorly
attended. Fifty/sixty people took the trouble to turn
out to witness Luther Little Boy in action so what is
the point of complaining incessantly about that
place in nearby Kingly Street, Soho packed to the
rafters nightly, the blues fighting a losing battle,
subservient to chattering intransient nonentities?
A decent venue puts on a fair size blues name
and people stay away in their hundreds. Not good
is it?

Low points? Well, yes for me personally. Lou was
in good temperament throughout and a moment
of misplaced grace allowed bassist Fernando
Saunders to perform a song so twee, so

If Bernard and his band were disappointed by the
poor turn out they did not allow it to show, turning
8

in a performance fit for a packed house or, in the
words of rockabilly legend Eddie Bond on turning
up for a gig and finding the venue empty except
for one man, “It makes no difference if there is
one person or one thousand, I will play my full
time and give 100%” to which the man replies “I
wish you would hurry up.
I’m the caretaker and I
want to lock up.”

windmill, an idiot grin on his face. Jonathan on
stage can execute amazing emotional shifts; the
audience laughing at ‘Here Come The Martian
Martians’ or singing the chorus of ‘I Was Dancing
In The Lesbian Bar’ then suddenly moved into
reflective silence by some wonderful burst of
pretty flamenco-influenced guitar which seems
totally at odds with his goofy personality, as does
the wordy ‘Let Her Go Into The Darkness’ sung
and spoken in five different languages, a song
about a boy preventing a former girlfriend from
pursuing wayward habits.

Backed up by bass,
drums and keyboards
(the latter incidentally was
part of his father’s band)
naturally Bernard on lead
guitar got straight down to
business with some fine
modern-ish blues on the
opener ‘I Just Came Back
To Say Goodbye’ before visiting his father’s back
catalogue with a very tasty rendition of ‘Bad Love’.
Along the way we had tracks from his new CD
‘Storms Of Life’ including the title track. The self
explanatory ‘Speed Slide’ was hugely enjoyable
(take note Mr Thorogood – this is how it should
sound) the Leon Russell penned ‘Help Me
Through The Day’ an emotive tale of losing love,
nice lazy shuffle feel to this. A little chat preceded
it saying that daddy Luther heard it via the Freddy
King version and wanted to record it. ‘Snake Bit
Again’, very much in the Allison family style, this
one. From previous outings on CDs we were
treated to ‘Too Many Women’, ‘Fist Full Of Dirt’
and ‘Don’t Be Confused’, the latter I am sure
'Tales From The Woods' very own Shaky Lee
Wilkinson, who is a big Robert Ward fan, would
have loved, Bernard styling on this one. That’s
about it; great music, good venue, poor turn out.
Still, loved the idea of being able to stretch out on
the floor and being served immediately at the bar.

Richman’s own youth is explored On ‘Nineteen In
Naples’, a tale of a young innocent American
abroad. My own personal favourites have got to
be ‘Pablo Picasso’, the song focussing not on the
great man’s art but on his pulling power; despite
being such a hit with the chicks he never got
called an asshole. In a similar vein is the song
about another man of great art, the one-eared
Dutchman, ‘Van Gogh’. ‘Springtime In New York’
and ‘Lonely Financier’s Home’ were interesting.
Mentioned elsewhere in your fabulous 'Tales
From The Woods' is that Jonathan Richman
contributed a track to the Ray Davies tribute
album; ‘Stop Your Sobbin’, done in a truly
respectful but Richman way. Shaky Lee
Wilkinson, who may have pipped me to the post in
the seventies on becoming a Richman addict,
joined the editorial board to pay homage to the
gawky gent this evening, no doubt felt more than
justly rewarded at the inclusion of the Shaky Lee
favourite ‘You Can Talk To The Dude’.
During the entire time he was on stage, there was
no sign of the often loud, distracting hubbub of
chatter that all too often emerges from the area of
the downstairs bar at this venue, seemingly a spell
woven by Richman. Now then, what venue can
you think of that truly needs a taste of that spell?

Keith Woods.

Keith Woods.

Jonathan Richman
Shepherds Bush Empire
Sunday, 16th March 2003
So how would you explain the appeal of Jonathan
Richman to the uninitiated - his
quirky off-beat song writing
skills and his gangly awkward
manner? Me? Well I just say a
cross between Antony Perkins
and the Velvet Underground.
Just himself on acoustic guitar
with only his sidekick, stand-up
drummer Tommy Larkins, to
help him interpret his songs on
that big stage, often peppering
those songs with explanatory
monologues, shifting off mike
to dance gleefully with arms
waving like a demented

George Thorogood And The
Destroyers
Shepherds Bush Empire
Friday, 6th June 2003
‘Twas a warm early June evening that I strolled
across the green of Shepherds Bush village,
stopping awhile amidst a group of blushing,
giggling young maidens as they watched their
waxy moustached, tight white breeched, local men
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folk indulge in near silent devotion to the game of
cricket, interspersed with the odd cry of “Silly mid
wicket” or perhaps “Leg byes”. The concentration
of one of the fellows would lapse for a mere
second or two as he passed a nervous, flirtatious
grin in the direction of the coy young maids.

led him through the doorway of a nearby eatery.
Hans Feet walked in behind his master, an
expression of constant observation upon his face
as Lee and I shuffled meekly behind, knowing and
respecting our place.
A hush fell over the amassed throng as the lights
dimmed, the good doctor was lifted above the
expectant crowd in the arms of his loyal minders
every mouth was silenced, every eye upon the
doctor a massive clenched fist hit the air. “Let the
thrash begin!” A huge roar let out as the crowd
obeyed the doctor’s command. Thorogood And
The Destroyers, subservient to the call, ran
excitedly from the wings.

Soon I found myself wandering off in pursuit of the
plump man on a bicycle to which a tray is affixed
from where he purveys delicious tubs of dairy ice
cream. “A most pleasant day,” I smiled, handing
the striped apron and matching boater attired man
a half penny for my purchase. “Thank you young
sir,” he responded before adding, as I was about
to walk away, “God bless the King.” “Indeed,” I
nodded. “And Stanley,” the man continued.
“Stanley?” I enquired. “Baldwin good sir,” replied
the vendor as though slightly annoyed. “I do beg
to contradict you my good man, but the times are
surely Edwardian. Bonar Law must surely be the
gentleman deserving of receiving God’s blessing.
Baldwin is many years hence. Like now, my good
man, when the world is upon the eve of change.”
The man said nothing, gazing upon the ground,
his brow furrowed with confusion, desperately
searching for his place in time and space.
I left him to his personal predicament to head off
towards my place of appointment. As I glanced
back to the man, his head still bowed, his body
unmoved, a group of young children ran across
my path playing a game of tag, causing me to
almost trip over them. Shaky Lee Wilkinson and I
stood upon the corner of the village green,
glancing nervously at each other without a word
as though we dare not speak those words. Dr
Charles Dale of Pyrford, Surrey is late! Moments
later a flicker of a smile, a sigh of relief as Lee
called out in joyous relief, “He comes, Charles is
all but upon us!” pointing in the direction of three
powerful machines. In the middle was the man
himself, laid back on his seat like a gladiator en
route to the Coliseum, his powerful hands gripping
the bullhorn handlebars, one and a half thousand
cubic centimetres throbbing beneath his crotch. At
either side rode his loyal unquestioning minders,
Hans Feet and the Duke of Kneecaps.

‘Be-Bop Granma’ opened the show. I was
convinced that George’s voice was backed up not
just by bass and drums as I first expected but a
sax player and a second lead/rhythm guitarist; not
only that, occasionally I could hear George’s guitar
so, yes, it was plugged in. A man standing next to
me, very tall with pointed ears, spoke to me in a
heavy Vulcan accent as he turned his head and
said, “It’s Solomon Burke, Keith, but not as we
know it.” I realised they were into their second
number; able to pick out beneath the thud a
familiar Bo Diddley beat. Yes, it was ‘Who Do You
Love’ but sadly no-one had told ‘Granma’ for she
was still up there, boppin’ in her concrete carpet
slippers. ‘One Bourbon, One Scotch, One Beer’.
Something is wrong here folks, I can hear the
saxman blow – has the drummer exploded? Have
the strings fallen off the bass guitarist’s guitar?
This was indeed worrying. How would the capacity
crowd react to such a flicker of subtlety on this
John Lee Hooker tune?

The roar of the powerful machines was silenced
as they drew up beside us. Lee and I stepped
forward hesitantly with outstretched hands,
Charles’ hand clasped mine and such was the
power of his grip, I winced, my eyes filling with
water. “Hello Charles,” I squealed a girlish squeal.
I tried to hide both the pain and relief as the grip
was released. Dr Charles looked at both of us and
let out a deep, guttural growl. “He’s hungry,” Lee
and I said to each other, nodding our heads in
shared agreement, quickly followed by another
growl, this one deeper, more frightening, more
demanding, like a trapped and starving bear in a
mountain snow drift. Sensing immediate action
was required, the Duke of Kneecaps grasped the
powerful, masculine arm of the good doctor and

This worrying trend continued into ‘Madison Blues’
where one could pick out George’s slide. I
glanced across at the good doctor, tears welled in
his eyes as the moment he had been waiting for
dawned. Slowly, the wires lowered a four foot six
inch replica of Stonehenge onto the stage while,
from each of the wings, thirteen duck-walking
dwarves in green pixie tunics with matching hats
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appeared. The chief pixie dwarf wearing a Viking
helmet clambered on top of one of the giant
speakers, thumbs thrust into hip pockets, and
ferociously slammed his body to and fro in perfect
timing to the beat. As the thirteen duck-walking
dwarves left the stage to head for the nearest pub,
George hit out on ‘Bad To The Bone’ which was
unique because it enabled him to display his skill
as an air singer. ‘Get A Haircut – Get A Job’ great idea for a Rock'n'Roll song George. The
encore consisted of Jerry Lee Lewis’s ‘Rocking
My Life Away’… at least the first and last verses
anyway. Thorogood And The Destroyers left the
stage and every eye in the Empire fell upon the
doctor; Hans Feet held the bucket of ice-cold
water from which the Duke of Kneecaps dipped a
sponge to rub down the mighty man’s frame.
Finally the words bellowed around the Shepherds
Bush Empire… “The Thrash has left the building!”

called in to deputise. Still using his name (or the
name of Earl Johnson), he cut his first track for
the Savoy label in 1953, ‘Have You Gone Crazy’
which has another friend (and soon to be yet
another New Orleans legend) on piano, Huey
Piano Smith.

Keith Woods.

1960 would See Earl label hopping once again,
this time to Imperial. Under the guidance of the
great Dave Bartholomew King enjoyed R&B hits
with ‘Trick Bag’ (1961), allegedly the story of his
pianist father’s attempts to tame a wild woman,
and in 1962 ‘Always A First Time’. Around the
same period he wrote ‘Big Chief’ for Professor
Longhair; throughout his long career he wrote
material for many artists, often reading like a
who’s who not just of the Crescent City artists but
blues and R&B acts generally. Fats Domino, Lee
Dorsey, The Dixie Cups, Dr John, The Neville
Brothers, Stevie Ray Vaughan and many others
all benefited from his songwriting skills. Arguably
his most famous song ‘Come On (Let The Good
Times Roll)’ was featured on Jimi Hendrix’s 1969
album ‘Electric Ladyland’.







He moved next to Specialty where the label boss
intended promoting his signing as King Earl until a
typesetter inadvertently reversed the name so, as
fate dictated, Earl King would be the name that
would pass into blues history. Several sides were
recorded, still very much in emulation of Guitar
Slim, including ‘A Mother’s Love’ in 1954. It was
with the Ace label a year later that he would have
success; although only a regional hit the song
would be forever associated with him - ‘Those
Lonely, Lonely Nights’ (1955).



'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
“Farewell”
to
New
Orleans
blues
guitarist/songwriter/singer Earl King who died in
th
New Orleans on 17 April 2003.
Born Earl Johnson (or Solomon Johnson as at
least one reference book states) in New Orleans
th
on 6 February 1934, as a young teenager,
around the age of 14, was when Earl began to get
really serious about the guitar. He was infatuated
with the sounds created by his blues guitar heroes
that
included
T-Bone
Walker,
Clarence
Gatemouth Brown and the electrifying gospel
sound of the wonderful Sister Rosetta Tharpe. It
was, however, the Mississippi born Guitar Slim
who was simply not just a musical influence but lit
a fuse that fired his imagination to create the
persona that would become Earl King. Slim
devised an outrageous stage act that included
dyeing his hair blue and green, often with
matching suits; he also possessed a remarkable
guitar tone. Stunts like charging through the
audience and out into the street whilst still playing
attracted the attention of the young man.

Earl King was nobody’s fool; unlike so many of his
generation he retained full publishing rights to all
of his material and when the going got tough
through much of the 1970s as it did for many
blues artists he had little to worry about, simply
living off the royalty cheques. Often his writing
wandered afield from conventional blues
structures as can be heard on examples such as
‘Time For The Sun To Rise’ and contemporary
subject matter ‘Mediaeval Days’. He also filed
many long hours as a session guitarist. The 1980s
would find Earl back on track working with the
Rhode Island based band Roomful Of Blues on an
album entitled ‘Glazed’ that won a Grammy
nomination in 1986. Four years later on the
Blacktop label came the acclaimed ‘Sexual
Telepathy’ and again on Blacktop in 1993 with
‘Hard River To Cross’.

© Paul Harris

The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board
witnessed Earl King in action a few times during
the course of the 1990s; very early in that decade
on a humid summer’s evening at London’s world
famous 100 Club and a few years later a couple of
hundred yards away in Charing Cross Road at the
Astoria (whose future seems to be very much in
the balance). On this wonderful evening Earl was

Earl King in 1990

By the very early 1950s Earl had not only become
a disciple of Slim but also a close friend. In 1954
Slim was briefly sidelined from touring with Ray
Charles through a road accident and Earl was
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part of a package that included the New Orleans
soul queen Irma Thomas and, heading the bill,
Bobby “Blue” Bland. Towards the end of the
decade he was playing on his home territory at the
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival. Earl is
gone but he would still want us to let the good
times roll.







Come 1950, mother Maybelle and the three
daughters joined Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry. It
was around the same period that June met rising
country star Carl Smith. Two years later they were
married. The country star Hank Snow, who coowned a booking agency with Colonel Tom
Parker, introduced the Carter family to Parker, for
a while becoming their manager. Within a couple
of years the family were on the early tours of
Parker’s latest signing, the Tupelo, Mississippi
Flash, Elvis Presley.



'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
country singer/songwriter June Carter Cash who
died of complications from heart surgery on May
th
15 2003, aged 73, in Nashville, Tennessee.

In the late 1950s, June spent some time in New
York studying at Elia Kazan’s School of Method
Acting which led to several appearances on TV’s
‘Gunsmoke’ and a smallish role in the 1958 film
‘Country Music Holiday’. She occasionally
returned to acting throughout her career, most
notably in the role of Robert Duvall’s mother in the
film ‘The Apostle’ in 1997. As the fifties gave way
to the sixties, she returned to Nashville. By now,
th
she had a daughter Carlene (born 26 September
1955) who would one day have a substantial
career of her own. Divorced from Carl Smith, she
re-married to Rip Nix and was, by 1961, touring
with Johnny Cash.

Born Valerie June Carter, the second of three
daughters to Ezra and Maybelle Carter in Maces
rd
Spring, Virginia on 23 June 1929. Her mother,
her mother’s cousin Sara and her husband A.P.
had, two years prior, participated in a pioneering
recording session at Bristol, Tennessee that
would not only be the birth of one of America’s
foremost singing families (the Carter Family) but
would also usher in the modern era of country
music. For the RCA Victor label they recorded the
original versions of country music classics such as
‘Wildwood Flower’, ‘Jimmy Brown The Newsboy’,
‘I’m Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes’ and
‘Wabash Cannonball’ among many others.
In 1931 in Louisville, Kentucky they recorded with
the father of country music, Jimmie Rodgers. One
of the tracks laid down was ‘the wonderful city’ on
which Sara Carter was prominent – incidentally,
this was the only sacred song Jimmie ever
recorded.

In 1963 Cash recorded ‘Ring Of Fire’, making
prominent use of Tex-Mex trumpets. The song
had been co-written by both June Carter and
Merle Kilgore, allegedly inspired by a book of
Elizabethan poetry owned by A.P. Carter. The
song was originally recorded by June’s sister Anita
Carter as ‘Love’s Ring Of Fire’. In Cash’s hands of
course, the song became a massive hit. 1964
would see June duet with Cash on a version of
Bob Dylan’s ‘It Ain’t Me Babe’ which became both
a country and a pop hit. More duets followed
including their Grammy award winning renditions
of ‘Jackson’ (1967) and ‘If I Were A Carpenter’
(1970).

Maybelle Carter taught her
young daughter to play both
the auto-harp and the guitar,
June making her radio debut
at the age of nine in 1938.
Soon, alongside her sisters
Helen and Anita, they
became a fixture on Border
Radio when the entire Carter
clan settled in Texas.
In 1948 on June’s (she had, by now, dropped the
Valerie part of her name) graduation from high
school, the family upped and moved again, this
time to Knoxville, Tennessee where they
performed on the WNOX Midday Merry Go
Round, following this with stints on Springfield,
Missouri’s Ozark Jubilee. The following year,
1949, would prove to be a busy year recordingwise for the Carter family. June appeared as a
guest on the comedy duo Homer and Jethro’s
version of ‘Baby It’s Cold Outside’, a recording
which also featured a young Chet Atkins on guitar
and her sister Anita on bass. It became a surprise
country hit which led her to record a string of offbeat solo sides in a similar vein, including ‘Root
Hog Or Die’ and ‘Mommie’s Real Peculiar’.

They married in 1968 and
June very much dedicated
the rest of her life to being
Mrs Johnny Cash; touring
together,
recording
together and raising their
child, John Carter Cash,
together. However, she
did find time to record a
well-received solo album
‘Appalachian Pride’ as
well
as
writing
two
autobiographies, ‘Among
My Klediments’ (1979)
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and ‘From The Heart’ (1997).

By 1960 Johnny Copeland left to seek his fortune
as a solo act and, four years later, the Dukes of
Rhythm disbanded when Hughes joined Grady
Gaines and the Upsetters. Gaines was now
leading the band that was once Little Richard’s
touring band, by now backing other major artists.
For a while, Joe found himself working alongside
Fats Domino, Sam and Dave, Gene Chandler,
Barbara Lewis and Edwin Starr. The mid sixties
would find him working with his hero T-Bone
Walker, before joining Bobby "Blue" Bland’s
backing band in 1967, after which he spent three
years in Al “TNT” Braggs’ band. He eventually
settled back in the local Houston music scene to,
in his words, “concentrate raising a family up
right.”

In 1997 Johnny Cash was diagnosed with a
neurological condition. June responded to this
crisis by stepping out from his shadow and once
again pursuing her interest in acting. 1999 would
see the release of a second solo album, ‘Press
On’, which tapped into the same raw sound that
had made Johnny Cash’s American recordings
such a critical success and it earned her a
Grammy for best traditional folk album.









Raise your glass a third time to blues guitarist and
singer Joe “Guitar” Hughes who died on May
th
20 aged 65, in hospital at Houston, Texas, five
days after suffering a heart attack.

Joe’s recording career, until quite late in life, had
been spasmodic, although several singles
appeared over the years including ‘Make Me
Dance Little Ant’ (1958) and ‘The Shoe
Shy’ (1963). Copies of these discs
would later find their way across the
Atlantic, creating a fan base for him. In
1986 the Dutch label Double Trouble
released ‘Texas Guitar Master’ on
which he was joined by his fellow Gulf
Coast guitarist Pete Mayes. Three
years later Blacktop records issued the
highly acclaimed album ‘If You Want to
See The Blues’ and Hughes would
follow these up with critically wellreceived blues/soul fusion albums
including ‘Texas Guitar Slinger’ (1996),
‘Down, Depressed, Dangerous’ (1997)
and finally ‘Stuff Like That’ (2001).

Joe was born in the Fourth Ward, Houston on
September 29th 1937. His father died
the week before he was born leaving
his mother to bring up the children. By
the time Joe was four his mother
remarried and the family moved to
the Third ward. there was little music
at home, the family could not afford a
gramophone but he would often go to
his aunt's house to listen to her
collection of T-Bone Walker records.
Buying his first guitar at the age of 14
with the wages earned from washing
dishes, the same period would find
the young Joe sneaking out to clubs
and bars, his first inspiration being the underrecorded Houston guitarist Texas Johnny Brown.
By all accounts it was a common sight for the
guitarist to see this lad sitting in front of the stage
studying his technique which must have obviously
rubbed off because by the age of 16 he had
formed a group with neighbours James Johnson,
Hubert Henderson and Johnny Copeland. The
latter, of course, would one day become a hugely
successful and respected figure in the blues
world. Billed as the Dukes of Rhythm, they were
offered a weekend job at a club in the nearby
seaside resort of Galveston.

He maintained his close friendship with Johnny
Copeland until his death in 1997, collaborating on
a couple of fine albums, ‘Flyin’ High’ (1991) and
‘Catch Up With The Blues’ (1993). The 'Tales
From The Woods' editorial board was able to
catch this Texas guitar master in action just once,
at the Utrecht Blues Festival a couple of years
back, where he proved to be a highly
accomplished performer. Although success was
to come late in life we can only applaud the fact
that, unlike so many, he was at last able to enjoy
the fruits of his labour.

One weekend, while playing the Galveston gig, he
would learn of the sudden death of his mother,
forcing the young Joe to sink even further into his
music. “I don’t know nothing else that I could have
done except reach and pick up that guitar. It used
to save me all the time,” he was heard to say
during an interview on British radio a few years
back. Within a few years Hughes was an integral
part of the booming Houston blues scene, centred
around the Third Ward clubs such as the
Eldorado, the Ebony and the Savoy, featuring
artists of the magnitude of T-Bone Walker, B B
King, Big Joe Turner, Big Mama Thornton and Al
“TNT” Braggs, most of whom Joe would work
with.









News has only just reached our ears of the
passing of Memphis blues man Big Lucky Carter
who died last December (2002). We shall
belatedly pay tribute next month.
Also next month, the director of Cinema Queen
Anne, Weith Koods, will be marking the passing of
legendary American film star Gregory Peck.
Until then, have a great month.

Keith Woods
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‘Who Called Out The Cops?’ puts me in mind of a
Five Keys rocker, ‘Coolest Of Cool’ is a nice midtempo item and ‘Rising Sun’ is given a tasty skiffle
treatment. Steve Kennedy’s offerings are good,
particularly ‘Rock'n'Roll Fever’ with its Chuck
Berry feel. Best of Ray Thompson’s two is the
rocked-up version of the traditional ‘Marchin’
Through Georgia’ while Chuck Daines’ major
influence, Mal Clint, offers a likeable tribute to his
major influence, Gene Vincent.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Jo-Ann’s contribution is quite good, ditto for Howie
And The Zowies and Class Of ’58, who I
remember seeing at the Thunderbird Club in ’92
backing Jack Scott to absolute perfection.
Rimshots frontman John Lewis is heard on an
adaptation of Bobby Darin’s ‘Jailer Bring Me
Water’ and ‘Now Dig This’s Trevor Cajiao comes
up with a version of ‘Rock Around The Rockpile’
that presumably was done with tongue firmly in
cheek but is still far more enjoyable than the Ray
Anthony version!! I’d be interested to find out who
backed Trev on this; certainly the saxman (or
woman?) turns in a good performance. The only
disappointments came courtesy of one Robert
Minchin whose Elvis covers I found a bit flat and
lifeless. But 21 out of 23 is still a high batting
average; hats off to you Paul for putting together a
likeable collection with considerable variety within
it.

Play Rock'n'Roll – Various Artistes –
(No Label/Catalogue Number)
Seems Like Yesterday / Lawdy Miss Clawdy / I Was
There – Johnny Powrs And The Invisible Rays | The
Sound Of Music – Screaming Lord Sutch | Goin’ Back
To My Home Town – Rockin’ Louie | Who Called Out
The Cops? / Coolest Of Cool / House Of The Rising
Sun – Nervous Breakdown | Play Rock'n'Roll /
Rock'n'Roll Fever – Steve Kennedy | Paralysed / Don’t
Be Cruel – Robert Minchin | You Like Soul Music? –
The Pimps | Marchin’ Through Georgia / The Slaves
Of Olav – Ray Thompson | Nose Job – Howie And
The Zowies | Warden Find My Baby – John Lewis |
Times Are Getting’ Hard Boys – Class Of ’58 | Shaky,
Pay Back What You Owe – Paul Barrett | My Man –
Jo-Ann | J C Got High – Small Change | Clapper Boy
– Mal ‘Cat Man’ Clint

An interesting, and enjoyable, selection of songs
by artistes who are (or have been) connected with
the legendary promoter Paul Barrett. I remember
some ten to twelve years back that Paul put
together a great CD of, then rare, rockin’ tracks.
Some, like Young Jessie’s ‘Shuffle In The Gravel’
and Jimmie and the Nitehoppers’ ‘Night Hop’,
have since been released on Ace compilations.
Others, like the Tradewinds’ ‘Funny Murray’ and
the Ivy Three’s truly bizarre ‘Yogi’ (which begs the
question, did Gary Paxton produce it as it bears
(ho ho – H) a similar sound to ‘Alley Oop’?) I’m
sure, have yet to be issued on any other
collection. Johnny Powers’ trio of songs are good,
easy rockin’ fare with ‘I Was There’ sounding very
much like one of Carl Perkins’ ‘I gave birth to
Rock'n'Roll’ type tunes. The much missed Dave
Sutch literally bludgeons Julie Andrews to death
with the minge pole with his irreverent look at ‘The
Sound Of Music’, which closes with a few
trademark screams from his Lordship.

Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Two brief novelties are included; one, by Small
Change, is a witty tribute to the Man in Black (well,
the humour is certainly black!) and the other, by
The Pimps, will certainly not form part of
Soulboy’s all-time top 20. Paul B also gets in on
the act with a call to former colleagues to do a
little settling up (rightly so, I feel). I always enjoyed
Rockin’ Louie’s recordings with the Mamma
Jammers that were issued on Charly (their version
of Jimmy McCracklin’s ‘Club Savoy’ is, well, flip
city!) and ‘Goin’ Back To My Home Town’ is a
super side with a New Orleans feel. Nervous
Breakdown sound good on their three tracks;

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com
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Fats is in good shape vocally. There's a fine band
there with him, too; Herb Hardesty, a regular in
Fats' band since 1949, is still there, bless him,
blowing superbly, and other band members
include guitarists Teddy Riley and David Douglas,
trumpeter
Frank
Parker,
saxmen
Elliott
"Stackman" Callier and Roger Lewis and bass
player Erving Charles, all great New Orleans
stalwarts. It's great to see Fats back on record (or
CD) with us again, and maybe, just maybe, there
could be a new studio set on the way. Let's hope
so!

Sleepy Labeef - Good Rockin'Tonight - Star
Club CD 2003-9
Good Rockin' Boogie | Let's Turn Back The Years |
Boogie Woogie Country Girl | Shotgun Boogie | Tore
Up | Red Hot | I'm Feelin' Sorry | Matchbox | Baby Let's
Play House | Honey Hush | Honky Tonk Hardwood
Floor | Corrine Corrina | Roll Over Beethoven | Too
Much Monkey Business | Jack and Jill Boogie |
Sick'n'Tired | Honky Tonk Man | Rock'n'Roll Ruby |
Mystery Train | Party Doll | From A Jack To A King |
Send Me Some Lovin' | Sittin' On Top Of The World |
Rainin' In My Heart | I'm Ragged But I'm Right | Ghost
Riders In The Sky | High Noon | Faded Love | Asphalt
Cowboy | I'm The Man

Curtis Hobock - Hey Everybody - Star Club
CD 506003

A great new CD from the Swedish
label Star Club spotlighting the
man Mountain from Smackover
Arkansas, Sleepy Labeef, in a
generous 30-Tracker covering the
1970s, when he was recording for
Shelby
Singleton
at
Sun
International,
and
recording
prolifically. All the songs appear to
be previously unreleased and it's pretty much a
set of Rock'n'Roll classics plus a country favourite
or two. Sleepy's repertoire is said to be pretty
extensive, and I don't doubt it for a moment. All
the songs are solidly performed (the musicians
are sadly uncredited) and there's plenty of good
solos from the Big Man. Great for a party that's
musically about to get into second gear. Check it
out.

Hey Everybody! | Talkin' 'Bout Rock'n'Roll | The King Is
Back | Tom Dooley Rock'n'Roll | Apron Strings | My
Bonnie | Crazy Twist | With My Best Friend | For All I'm
Worth | Trip Into Love | I Want To Know | Have Mercy |
I Wanna Shake It | Lonely Weekends | China Rock |
Driftwood | The Whole Town's Talkin' | Do You Think |
Tennessee Mail | Divorce Me C.O.D. | From The
Bottom Of My Heart | A Fallen Star | Broken Heart City
| What A Dream | I Found A Way | Tribute To Jim
Reeves | Hobock's Guitar Boogie | Wipe Out

Here's a fascinating new release featuring a
gentleman who had the good fortune to record a
few songs for the Sun
label
during
1959,
interestingly with his
own band rather than
the
fabled
Sun
houseband.
Curtis
Hobock was born in
May 1926 in Hatchie,
Tennessee. His first
sides were issued on
Lu, a small indie operating out of Jackson,
Tennessee, in '59, and these are here, but issued
for the first time ever are the fruits of his first
recording session held the year before. Looking at
these, despite the implications of the title, 'Talkin'
'Bout Rock'n'Roll' is a slow blues, while 'Driftwood'
is a nice rolling boogie in the Carl Mann style, and
'Tennessee Mail' is basically 'Casey Jones' rocked
up a touch. Of the sides originally issued on Lu, I
liked the adaptation of 'Tom Dooley' best of all,
this is quite likeable.

Fats Domino Live! - Shout DK 32006
I'm Walkin' | Let The Four Winds Blow | My Blue
Heaven | I'm In Love Again | I'm Ready | Blueberry Hill |
Girl I Love | Blue Monday | Poor Me | So Long | When
My Dreamboat Comes Home | I'm Gonna Be A Wheel
Someday | The Fat Man | My Girl Josephine | Goin' To
The River | Walkin' To New Orleans

After many years of
bringing his unique brand
of Rock'n'Roll to the
international concert stage,
Fats Domino seemed to go
into retirement following
the illness which cut short
a brief British tour in 1995.
In the last few years however, he has resurfaced
to play the Jazz and Blues Heritage Festival, held
annually in New Orleans as April turns into May.
The Fat Man's performance at the 2001 event
was a must-see show for fans from all over the
world (even Mr. Angry was there) and the
American Shout label has just seen fit to issue a
CD of this superb set.

As mentioned earlier, Hobock became involved
with Sam Phillips during 1959/60, recording at 706
Union though these sides stayed in the can for
many years. With the extensive reissue
programme of the '80s and '90s these sides were
made available to collectors on various Charly
LPs and CDs; here we have the Elvis tribute 'The
King Is Back', 'With My Best Friend', taking 'Annie
Had A Baby' as its inspiration, the Carl Mann-ish
'Trip Into Love', and a more commercial offering
'For All I'm Worth'. Also From 1960 are good
versions of 'Apron Strings' and 'My Bonnie'.

As you can see from the track listing, it's a fairly
standard Domino show, with many of the hits that
earned Fats his well-deserved place in
Cleveland's Rock (and roll) Hall Of Fame, and

1964 found Hobock on Murray Nash's Cee and
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‘Hurtin’ Inside’ followed and then a slow, brief
Charles Brown-like blues preceded an incendiary
take on Jack Clements’ ‘It’ll Be Me’ with Sanchez
perfectly replicating the Killer’s licks; how the hell
does he do it? More Brook Benton followed with
‘Kiddio’, which saw Andy Sylvester prove yet again
with his solo that he is one of our premier blues
guitarists, outstanding both in rhythm vamping and
in soloing.

Cee label, and of the released sides I liked the
broodiness of the title track, and 'Have Mercy',
with its strong guitar sound. There are 9
unreleased items from '64 and of these I
particularly liked 'Crazy Twist', the rocked-up
Merle Travis classic 'Divorce Me C.O.D.',
Hobock's version of Jimmy C. Newman's 'A Fallen
Star', and 'Hobock's Guitar Boogie' (more or less
the standard 'Guitar Boogie Shuffle'). 1965
brought a great version, on Musicenter, of Charlie
Rich's 'Lonely Weekends' but, by the end of the
following year, Hobock had quit show business.
He died in September 1988. If you like your
Rock'n'Roll somewhat laid back, this is for you;
me, I enjoyed it. Sound and packaging are up to
Star Club's traditionally high standards, and the
booklet notes by Dave Travis, Bo Berglind and
Roy Hobock (Curtis' son), are excellent.

SHOW REVIEW
Following John Fred’s ‘Shirley’ Mike called up a
special guest in the delectable form of Imelda
Clabby, the only female singer bold enough to
take on the work of Wynona Carr (a long-time
favourite singer of mine) and be utterly convincing;
her version of ‘Act Right’ was absolutely spot on
(how I’d love to hear her sing ‘Please Mr Jailer’).
Also well performed were Lavern Baker’s ‘Voodoo
Voodoo’ and, again from the Wynona Carr song
book, ‘Til The Well Runs Dry’. A fine talent indeed.

Mike Sanchez
rd

The 100 Club London 3 May 2003
Mike Sanchez is truly unique. He and his band
play rhythm and blues and Rock'n'Roll and do so
with a level of performance and authenticity
unrivalled in the domestic blues scene today. He
is an entertainer, a showman, yes, but one who
understands, feels and believes in the music he
plays. I seem to sense this and that is why I have
yet to leave a Sanchez show disappointed. To the
dismay of many he left the Big Town Playboys in
1999 to go it alone but has since succeeded in
achieving widespread popularity in Europe, both
with his own band and in holding down the
pianist’s chair with Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings.

Next, Mike strapped on his axe to deliver a series
of songs, some of which
highlighted his guitar-playing
abilities which, especially in
the case of ‘Well Baby’ and ‘I
Miss You So’, turned out to be
pretty considerable. Also, Jim
Reeves’ ‘Blue Boy’ was
featured to great effect. The
first set, and my account of it,
concludes with ‘Down The
Road Apiece’ featuring Al
Gare,
bassman
extraordinaire, who many will
recognise from his appearances with the Rhythm
Riot’s Kings of Rhythm.
Doctor Dale who, along with Dart, the two Daves
(Carroll and Woodard), Brian J and Darren were
at last night’s show; the good doctor, not normally
the most accommodating towards British acts,
first saw Mike at the Rhythm Riot last year and
felt, as many 'Tales From The Woods' people did,
that Mike was the hit of the festival. Praise
enough. But Mike Sanchez is simply a must-see
artist; more than anyone else he captures the fun,
the feel, the excitement of rockin’ rhythm and
blues. Were he to appear at Hemsby then god
help he, her or they who have to follow him on
stage.
Bluesy Bunter

Mike plays the 100 Club four times a year at the
moment and his band is loaded with quality
players; Andy Sylvester on guitar, Al Nicholls (a
fine tenor man) among the horn section, Dave
Priseman on trumpet, Al Gare on upright bass and
Mark Morgan on drums.
I caught only the first set tonight which began with
the invitation to ‘Have A Party’, followed swiftly by
the long-time Playboys favourite ‘Girls All Over
The World’. A fine version of Brook Benton’s
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and all eighteen songs
are
Bartrip
compositions. The full
range of his virtuosity
on the 88s is presented
here. I’m particularly
impressed
by
his
interpretation of the
Professor
Longhair
style on ‘The Blues
Sneakin’ Up On You’ and ‘Never Never Woman’.
The Jerry Lee fans out there will certainly go for
the opener ‘All Dressed Up’ and ‘Shake Your
Stuff’; superb! There are solo versions of songs
from the BTB collection, these being ‘Baby What
You Doin’ To Me’, ‘You Get What You Get’, ‘Drivin’
This Road’ and ‘Life In The Slow Lane’. ‘I’ve Been
So Blind’, ‘Blues Coming Down On Me’, ‘Clinging
To The Wreckage’, ‘I Wanna Know’ and ‘Great
North Eastern’ are all good mid-tempo items and
‘Bad Moon’ and ‘How Many Hearts (Did You
Break Today)’ are stunners. ‘Just Sittin’ Blues’ has
a Jimmy Yancey feel to it; this, like the slow,
reflective ‘Call Me Home’ is an instrumental. Slow
also is ‘Rainy Night’, very much like ‘Trouble In
Mind’ this one.

In Brief
For this month’s ‘In
Brief’ column, let’s
turn the spotlight on
a band feted by this
very magazine in
recent months. Bad
Town Blues are a
relatively new band
who largely hail from
Essex (excepting the
drummer who hails from the Croydon area); it
seems their popularity (and gig schedule) is ever
increasing and, listening to what I take to be their
debut CD, ‘Down In The Alley’ on Bad Moon
(number BMCD 1010), I can quite understand
why. The band achieves a genuine Chicago blues
sound on some songs and, on others, have a
more contemporary approach in the style of the
Fabulous Thunderbirds. Guitarist Clive Mulcahy,
pianist Ray Bartrip (who has his own CD out,
feature in a tick) and French harp man Adam
Norton appear on all fourteen tracks with vocal
duties being split between Clive and Ray. Bass
credits go to Phil Wilson on eight tracks and Jeff
Cater on six while drumming credits are shared by
Reg Patten and Mike Thorne.

A splendid CD from Ray, very impressive and the
Bad Town Blues CD is also worthy of your
attention. Don’t forget to catch them at any of the
gigs listed in their gig guide!!
Bad Town Bunter

The album’s opener, ‘Bad Town Shuffle’, is a solid
Little Walter-like instrumental with a nice Windy
City feel. The lindy-hoppin’ dancers among you
out there will enjoy the title track and ‘Summerland
Boogie’. Slow-down and low-down are ‘Dog Tired’
and ‘Life In The Slow Lane’. There’s an acoustic
feel on ‘Peace Of Mind’ (not the Spaniels/Gene
Vincent song – all the songs are original
compositions) and ‘New Age Blues’ and the
Fabulous T-Birds influence mentioned earlier runs
through ‘You Get What You Get’ and ‘Grape And
The Grain’. There’s a New Orleans feel to ‘Drivin’
This Road’ and especially to ‘Baby What You
Doin’ To Me’, which composition-wise is very
close to Chris Kenner’s ‘Sick And Tired’; bit of a
similarity there. Like ‘em though. Also dug
‘Chigwell Fats Boogie’ (obviously featuring Mr
Bartrip) and Adam blows up a storm on the shuffle
‘Late Nite Creeper’. ‘Right This Time’ has a more
sophisticated slant to it, it puts me in mind of the
material that B B King was cutting for Kent in the
mid-sixties. Enjoyable CD this one; as to
availability, I’m not sure who would stock it but it
sure deserves a wide hearing. Bookings were
taken by Mandy Norton (Adam’s wife) on 01206
367827 and maybe Mandy can provide info on
how to get a copy.

(Ray Bartrip dropped us a note to say that it was nice
to hear about the 100 Club as it brings back memories
of when he was resident there in 1967 – H)









Bad Town Blues
Gig-List
th

Saturday, 12 July
The Bell
Leytonstone High Road, East London
Saturday, 19th July
The Milestone
Ipswich, Suffolk
Saturday, 23rd August
Colne Festival, Super Roadhouse
Stage (9.00 p.m.)
Colne, Lancashire

Though everyone in BTB plays their part, I’m
especially impressed with pianist Ray Bartrip, and
Ray has his own CD which again is on the Bad
Moon label (number BMCD 3012). The whole
session, a solo set by Ray, was recorded at
th
Barberry Studios in Romford on March 15 2003

Thursday, 11th September
The New Crawdaddy Club
The Belvedere, Essex
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Saturday, 25th October
Blues at the Farm
Essex

This was the Record Mirror Top 20 forty five years
ago on 26th July 1958:
All I Have To Do Is Dream/Claudette – The Everly
Brothers (London)
Big Man – The Four Preps (Capitol)
Tulips From Amsterdam/Hands – Max Bygraves
(Decca)
Rave On – Buddy Holly (Coral)
On The Street Where You Live – Vic Damone
(Philips)
Hard Headed Woman – Elvis Presley (RCA)
Sally Don’t You Grieve/Betty,Betty,Betty – Lonnie
Donegan (Pye)
Twilight Time – The Platters (Mercury)
Endless Sleep – Marty Wilde (Philips)
Who’s Sorry Now – Connie Francis (MGM)
Sugar Moon – Pat Boone (London)
I’m Sorry I Made You Cry – Connie Francis (MGM)
When – The Kalin Twins (Brunswick)
Purple People Eater – Sheb Wooley (MGM)
The Only Man On The Island – Tommy Steele
(Decca)
Book Of Love – The Mudlarks (Columbia)
Return To Me – Dean Martin (Capitol)
Patricia – Perez Prado (RCA)
On The Street Where You Live – David Whitfield
(Decca)
Witch Doctor - Don Lang (HMV)

And, of course, every Wednesday at
The Heathcote
Grove Green Road, Leytonstone, E11
Ray Bartrip has asked us to mention their website
which includes reviews and photos of the
Heathcote Blues Jam nights and also has a list of
guest guitar players – Ray has a different one in
the house band each week.
www.raybartrip.com/heathcote.htm









SHAKY LEE’S JULY
MUMBO JUMBO
Ten years ago on Saturday 17th July the
Funkster, the late Bill Williams and myself were
given a lift to the Chiltern Show Music Festival by
Alan Gardner. Held near Stoke Mandeville, Jerry
Lee Lewis was headlining this curious open-air
event with Alvin Stardust and Brendan Shine in
support.

SHAKIN’ IN THE STATES
As some of you TFTW readers will know I have
recently been in Southern USA with Major Ken, Mr
Angry, Bernard D, Linda and Dean. I am sure that
at least one of my fellow revellers will fill you in
with much of the detail of our splendid trip, so I will
just provide you with a few snippets to whet your
appetite.

Despite the car breaking down en route we
managed to find the venue in time for the show.
Living in Ireland at the time, Lewis was backed by
the trusty Kenny Lovelace on guitar together with
British musicians Dave Lagnado (bass), Leo
Green (saxophone) and Clive Deamer (drums).
Having managed to wangle myself into the
backstage area I had a different viewpoint for this
show, sitting on the side of the stage. Playing a
Yamaha electric keyboard the Killer gave a good
account of himself during a shortish set which
included a medley of ‘Good Golly Miss Molly’,
‘Tutti Frutti’ and ‘Long Tall Sally’, plus ‘Before The
Night Is Over’ which I don’t think I’ve seen him
perform either before or since.

NONPAREIL IN NEW ORLEANS
On the morning after our arrival Linda, Dean and I
happened to be just about to leave a burger bar
on Canal Street when a woman entered and
announced that there was a jazz funeral
approaching. Led by the Rebirth Brass Band, the
procession featured Mardi Gras Indians, a horse
drawn hearse and a second-line numbering
hundreds of people. What a colourful musical
send off, with half of this main thoroughfare
closed to traffic whilst motorcycle cops escorted
the entire ensemble. It was only later that evening
that I discovered the cortege was for the laying to
rest of Earl King who had passed away twelve
days earlier.
In the evening we met up with the others plus
fellow Brits and Woodsters Ian McNeil and Geoff
Goldstein at the Rock‘N’Bowl for the second part

Just in case Ken is still pondering over the original
label and flip side of Jerry Lee’s ‘Pen And Paper’
(see April issue page 19), it was his first post-Sun
single in 1963 coupled with ‘Hit The Road Jack’ on
Smash 1857 in the US and Mercury AMT1216 in
the UK.
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of the three night Ponderosa Stomp. I hadn’t a
clue who Jimmy Lee was until he opened up with
the familiar strains of the Wayne Walker
composition ‘Sweet Love On My Mind’, then it all
fell into place. This was Jimmy Lee Fautheree of
Jimmy and Johnny, the track being featured on
the first MCA Rare Rockabilly album. Also
included in the set was the Fautheree penned ‘I
Can’t Find The Doorknob’ (Ace Rockabilly), and
‘Love Me’ which was on Chess Rockabillies by
Jimmy Lee and Wayne Walker. Despite a forty
year hiatus this cat still wields a mean guitar, so if
Wild Little Willie happens to be reading this how
about bringing him over to Hemsby?

said, “you’ve played with Jerry Lee” his response
was “yeah”. It was bass player BB Cunningham
who I hadn’t seen since the July 2000 London
Arena concert of The Legends Of Rock ‘n’ Roll.
BB, along with the Killer’s drummer Robert Hall
were there as part of Sam The Sham’s band.
MESMERISED IN MEMPHIS
Ten days later Linda, Dean, Bernard and myself
went into a bar in Memphis, and who should be
playing there but the aforementioned Messrs Hall
and Cunningham with their band The
Memphians. I did ask BB about the possibility of
Jerry appearing in the UK this year but he said it
was “highly unlikely – maybe next year”.

I had a few words with Dale Hawkins before he hit
the stage in usual rocking mode, and we were
treated to a guest appearance from James Burton
to replicate those ripping riffs on ‘Suzie Q’.

Linda makes the acquaintance of Eddie Bo

The following evening I renewed my acquaintance
with Johnnie Allan, Eddie Bo, Lazy Lester, and
Tommy McLain who is now involved with a
Christian radio station.

Whist visiting the Sun Studios I spoke to a chick
working there about driving to the Lewis Ranch.
She told me that she thought they had stopped
doing tours for the time being, but rang through for
us only to get a recorded message. Advising us
that it still might be worth taking a trip out there we
proceeded to do so, only to find the gates closed. I
spoke to the housekeeper via the intercom who
said no one was home so she could not admit us,
but thanked us for calling.

Then switches her affections to Tommy McLain

FRENETIC IN FERRIDAY
We also paid a brief visit to Jerry’s home town of
Ferriday, and luckily caught his sister Frankie
Jean on her return home. Surprisingly she
remembered me even though I hadn’t seen her
for quite a few years. Inviting us in she made us

Lee, Lazy Lester and Linda

Wearing a Jerry Lee Lewis t-shirt whilst observing
and listening to the proceedings I was approached
by a guy who remarked “nice tee-shirt” I vaguely
recognised him and replied “I’ve seen you before”.
He smiled as my mind ticked over, and when I
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coffee and was the perfect host despite being
hyperactive and talkative. A real friendly gal
Frankie mentioned having some new Jerry Lee tshirts made up soon, so I’ll get in touch with her
and let you know if and when they become
available.

THE 14TH ANNUAL GREAT BRITISH RHYTHM
AND BLUES FESTIVAL COLNE, LANCASHIRE.
nd
th
Friday 22 to Monday 25 August
The 2003 Great British Rhythm & Blues Festival
provides four days of unadulterated international
Rhythm and Blues indulgence for blues fans from
across the world. The Festival is renowned for
bringing new talent to the UK stage and this year
will be no exception with some of the finest
emerging blues and R&B artists mixing it up on
stage, throughout the weekend.

FRANKIE FORD IN FINE FETTLE
Harking back to the Big Easy I attended two days
of the 34th annual New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival, where I was the only one of our party to
witness a striking show from Frankie Ford.
Dressed in a yellow suit which would have filled
our editor with envy, and with his trademark piano
key scarf draped over his right shoulder Ford went
straight into ‘Roberta’ with the accompaniment of
lead guitar, bass, keyboards and four horns.

The International Stage and Super RoadHouse
are the two main venues with over twenty other
stages providing free wall to wall Rhythm & Blues
with everything from Texas Swing to Down Home
Mississippi delta blues.

Augmented by five backing singers who he
referred to as “my extended family” the sound was
rich and full as Ford headed into ‘Rockin’
Pneumonia And The Boogie Woogie Flu’ with a
plea to Huey ‘Piano’ Smith to “come back to the
Fest”. He left the piano to sing ‘I’m Gonna Be
Strong’, and followed it with a tribute to Earl King
and a moving version of ‘Lonely Lonely Nights’.
Next up came ‘Beer Drinking Honky Tonking
Woman Chasing Son Of A Gun’ before he
returned to the piano for an excellent ‘Whiskey
Heaven’. His voice was clear and forceful on
‘Gone’ before the classic ‘Sea Cruise’ which went
down a treat. The sparkling show concluded with
Irving Berlin’s ‘God Bless America’ to signify that
Frankie Ford still knows how to turn in a
passionate performance.

This year’s newcomers are Savoy Brown, Vargas
Blues Band, Sven Zetterburg, Shaun Costello,
Lightning Willie and the Poor Boys, and The
Convulsions to name but a few.
Headlining the International Stage will be Savoy
Brown, Sven Zetterburg, Lazy Lester with Blues
and Trouble and Shaun Costello, with Anthony
Gomes. King Pleasure & the Biscuit Boys will
close the festival in the traditional style with a
huge party on Monday night.
2003 also sees the return of the Benedictine
Super Roadhouse, with The Convulsions, Leanne
Binder, Mo Indigo, Lightning Red, Elevators
NuBlues and Tin Pan Ally plus hundreds more!



BACK IN BLIGHTY
On the Saturday after returning home I woke up
late and turned on the radio to find Mark Lamarr
deputising for Jonathan Ross. Mr Lamarr had
been present at the Ponderosa Stomp and stated
that it was the greatest gig he had ever been to.
He made particular reference to Tommy McLain
and Barbara Lynn, playing ‘Before I Grow Too Old’
and ‘You’ll Lose A Good Thing’. He also described
the surreal scenario of the venue being a bowling
alley with people actually playing whilst the artistes
performed, and the spectacle of the barmaids
dancing with hula hoops on the bar counter during
Sam The Sham’s spot.









JAZZ JUNCTION
Andrew Hill at the Queen Elizabeth Hall –
21 May 2003
Chicagoan Andrew Hill became a Blue Note
legend through his recordings in the 1960s, but it
was not until 1991 that he made his first visit to
England. However his
first professional work
was in the early ‘50s in
an R&B band led by Paul
Williams and although he
wrote The Rumproller, a
funky blues recorded by Lee Morgan, his
reputation evolved from his involvement with the
avant-garde. His distinctive rhythmic and
percussive style piano playing led to comparisons
to Thelonious Monk but he named two influences
as Pat Patrick of the Sun Ra Arkestra and Dorothy
Donegan.

The line-up for the 14th annual Great British
Rhythm & Blues Festival has just been
announced. The opening night headliner is
Canadian born Nashville resident Anthony
Gomes, Swedish blue-eyed soul man Sven
Zetterberg closes Saturday’s show, and Sunday
stars Lazy Lester with Blues And Trouble. The
event is being held over the Bank Holiday
weekend (22nd to 25th August) in Colne,
Lancashire.
Wandering Wilkinson





In recent years he has been garnering critical
success as composer and recording artiste. His
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2000 recording Dusk was named by Downbeat as
jazz album of the year and his latest work A
Beautiful Day, a big band album, has also been
highly acclaimed.

Night And The Music, Better Than Anything, and
Fly Me To The Moon) which were given surprising
arrangements. She also sampled her latest CD, a
tribute to Stevie Wonder titled Tales Of Wonder.
Eschewing the obvious, apart from My Cherie
Amour, we were treated to lesser-known numbers
All In Fair Is Love, Creepin’ and Overjoyed. But all
were performed with a joy which was shared by
an audience in total enthralment.

For his appearance at the Queen Elizabeth hall,
he brought together a thirteen-piece AngloAmerican Big Band. The six complex pieces were
invariably introduced by Andrew Hill with stabbing
chords or classical musings, after which he would
stand to conduct the band with index fingers
raised high like a banderillero. The music was
densely textured, sometimes giving rise to
industrial images, but for the most part it was a
mixture of unsettling arrhythmic lines and
emotional intensity.

The London African Music Festival – May
2003
Recently I have become aware of some adverse
comments about the amount of African music that
has crept into Jazz Junction. This may have come
about as a result of a misunderstanding on my
part. When I was being interviewed by Keith for
the job and I asked him what the readership was
like, I thought he said ‘They are Moroccan Roll
fans’. And as he also mentioned a certain Qalil
Rashid, I had no reason to doubt my hearing.
Naturally I now realise the error of my ears.

Nnenna Freelon at Ronnie Scott’s – 4
June 2003
Support act for the evening was Iain Ballamy and
if the name of his group, Anorak, suggested
something less than exciting, then unfortunately it
was realised on the night. A somewhat lacklustre
set was partially redeemed by Lavender Eyes, a
ballad on which intrusive drumming was replaced
by brushes, and the final number, Convolution, a
tribute to Dudley Moore, with changes of tempo
which the venerated man would not only have
employed but also delighted in.

However, in order not to disappoint my Auntie
Win, who used to accuse me of ‘cockin’ a deaf’un’
when I was trying to ignore her, I must mention
the London African Music Festival. I managed to
get to two nights. It would have been three but my
friend Adenike chose the last night for her
wedding reception but I doubt that the quality of
the music could have been surpassed. When your
uncle is Harlesden’s Dr Hawkeye and you have
three DJs playing records, Adenike never left
anything to chance. And the results were there for
all to hear – several different genres but all top
drawer. My favourite was the Jamaican set with
ska, rocksteady and early reggae but the 70s
section was wonderful as well with one of Phyllis
Hyman’s best tracks.

On the other hand, the lustre
of Nnenna Freelon and her
band positively erupted as
soon as they started their first
number, and the music
sparkled and shimmered right
to the end. The band
members – Brandon McCune
(piano), Takana Miyamoto
(keyboards), Wayne Batchelor
(bass), Woody Williams (drums) and Beverly Ann
Botsford (percussion) – were extremely tight,
despite Brandon McCune and Takana Miyamoto
seeming to swap instruments at each new
number.

The South Bank Centre was the chosen venue for
the first ever London African Music Festival. Of
course there have been very many appearances
of African artistes over the years and in the last
ten and the South Bank has seen quite a few
promoted by Joyful Noise. However with one
million Africans living and working in the capital,
it’s surprising that it has taken so long to arrive.

Beverly Ann Botsford appeared behind a pair of
conga drums and a small table packed full of all
sorts of instruments to shake and rattle. It was
amazing to watch and reminded me of my first
girlfriend’s dressing table except that whereas she
struggled to choose which piece of equipment to
use next and took hours to get ready, Beverly Ann
was a model of organisation and never had any
difficulty in laying her hands on the next
instrument to play. But for me the band’s star was
Takana Miyamoto whose piano playing was a
model of sensitivity and empathy as she kept her
eyes on Nnenna, her face a permanent smile of
delight.

There were six concerts altogether and the first of
these was by South African, Pinise Saul, a singer
with jazz stylings. Her band included two of South
Africa’s top musicians, jazzman Mervyn Africa on
piano, and Lucky Ranku, one of the best African
guitarists ever.
As might be expected, there was a township feel
to the music and Pinise Saul’s vocals were willowy
and controlled but astoundingly beautiful. She was
supported by three female vocalists who doubled
as dancers and mesmerised with sort of
swimming movements as if in a Tao exercise
class. Having left the stage for a change of

Nnenna’s gospel inflected vocals graced a set that
included a number of standards (You And The
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clothes into pleated skirts and fringed bikini tops,
their dancing was now punctuated by the
equivalent of rugby’s ‘making a mark’.

as Alton and Eddy, bringing on stage Winston
Francis Of Studio One days (and also a former
singing partner) to accompany him in a moving a
cappella version.

Ghanaian Alfred Kari Bannerman first came to
prominence in the 70s with the super group
Boombaya. In 1980 he joined African Guitar
Masters alongside South African, Lucky Ranku
and Sierra Leonean, Abdul Tee-Jay. And he has
remained at the front of Ghanaian music ever
since in various congregations.

There were more musical gems with Dance
Crasher and I’m Still In Love With You, the original
to Althia and Donna’s Uptown Top Ranking, a
number one hit in the UK in 1978. Coincidentally it
was a number 31 bus that took me to civilisation
and a tube train, so that in the years to come it will
be sixty minutes of top ranking soulful rocksteady
that I’ll treasure.

For the festival, he took us back in time with his
Boombaya HiLife band which comprised drums,
percussion, bass guitar, trumpet, keyboard and
piano, and female vocalist. Kari Bannerman took
most of the vocal spotlight but he also displayed
what a superb guitarist he is, and if he sounded at
times like Carlos Santana, he was ‘mawesome’.
Although the songs sometimes had political
messages, there was a real carnival feel to it. It
was not just an exercise in nostalgia though as
Kari’s music has moved on and modern
influences were also apparent.

The Skatalites at the Jazz Café – 17 June
2003

Reversing the trend, The Skatalites barely let the
hour hand pass nine before they were on stage
pumping out two hours of good time ska music. It
is now almost 40 years since the band was first
formed in June 1964 out of a group of musicians
who played together at Studio One. But a year
later, the most important band in the history of ska
music disbanded. They reformed again in 1983
but over the years there has been a loss of
personnel and only Lloyd Brevett (bass), Lester
Sterling (saxophone) and Lloyd Knibb (drums)
remain from the original group.

REGGAE
IRREGULAR
Alton Ellis at the Jazz Café – 1 June 2003
It was one of those nights when events occur
which are hard to forgive and subsequently spoil
the enjoyment of the whole. An average support
band took an unnecessary full set so that it was a
full two hours before the man we came to see
appeared on stage at 10:40 pm, resulting in the
performance ending comfortably behind Sunday
night’s last tube trains from Camden Town.

The band at the Jazz Café did not include a
trombonist, although I don’t recall a lack before.
Nevertheless they blasted their way through a no
holds barred set of classic ska. I Should Have
Known Better by the Beatles (also known as
Independence Anniversary Ska by the Skatalites)
was rendered perfect and was followed by the
insistent piano of El Pussy Cat by which time a
packed Jazz Café was really rocking.

Of course, I could be doing the Jazz
Café a disservice as their brochure
barely mentioned Alton Ellis when
describing the forthcoming gig.
Perhaps the Goldmaster All Stars
were the headliners and Alton was
just tagging along for the ride.
Certainly there was a thinning of the
audience after their set. However
those that remained seemed to
recognise a good number of his
songs.

Guest singers were also ‘originals’ as Lord
Tanamo sang I’m In The Mood For Ska and Big
Trombone (a song he wrote as a tribute to Don
Drummond) and Doreen Schaffer ably replaced
Bob Marley for Simmer Down.
Then it was back to instrumentals with Rockford
Rock, Trip To Mars and Phoenix City. Desmond
Dekker got up to sing The Israelites and Lloyd
Brevett, so laid back he was almost in reverse,
announced their theme tune Freedom Sounds.
Soon afterwards the (mainly young) hot and
sweaty audience was drifting out into the fresh air.

Alton, looking dapper in a white jacket and porkpie hat, started with Rocksteady and revisited his
glory days with a set which leaned heavily on his
output for Duke Reid’s Treasure Isle label in the
60s. His soulful vocals were most evident on
Breaking Up which he sang bending his knees
and closing his eyes. After Girl I’ve Got A Date, he
surprised us by singing Muriel, a prison ballad
which he had recorded in 1959 with Eddy Perkins

I should also mention Mark Lamarr on the decks,
whose choice of records was an added bonus to
an evening of great music.
Dave Carroll
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(This item should have appeared in the May/June
issue but was delayed due to e-mail difficulties.
For those interested, Blueyonder got spammed
and lost about a week’s worth of mail. Apologies
to all those affected - H.)

in her being booed off stage.
Her career took off in 1959 when I Loves You
Porgy became a hit and was followed by an
appearance at the Newport Jazz Festival in 1961
which earned rave reviews and a successful live
album. A reputation as a campaigning artiste was
earned through her involvement in the Civil Rights
movement, writing and recording the bitter
Mississippi
Goddam
after
four
black
schoolchildren died in the bombing of a church in
Alabama in 1963. And she captured the tragedy of
the assassination of Martin Luther King with Why?
The King of Love is Dead.

Nina Simone
1933 – 2003

She had a hit in Britain in 1965 when she
recorded I Put A Spell on You and in 1968 with
Ain’t Got No (I Got Life) from the musical Hair.
With the assistance of the late Weldon Irvine
Junior, she wrote Young Gifted And Black which
was named the Black national anthem by the
Congress of Racial Equality and became a reggae
hit for Bob and Marcia in 1970.

In the week that she died, the tabloids gave her
full-page obituaries and the broad sheets at least
half a page. But if she had been able to read
them, Nina Simone would have probably
complained that they were not accurate, failed to
give her sufficient respect or were not long
enough.

In the early 1970s, as disenchantment grew, she
moved to Barbados and later to Europe and if she
was no longer a frontrunner, she continued to
record and her 1978 version of Randy Newman’s
Baltimore was another success. She became a hit
with the audiences at Ronnie Scott’s in the 1980s
with a series of spine chilling performances.
Unfortunately these came to an end in 1986 with
what John Fordham described in his book about
Ronnie Scott and the club, Let’s Join Hands And
Contact The Living, as a ‘diplomatic incident’. As I
recall hearing, her behaviour was somewhat
eccentric, arriving at the club with her things in a
supermarket carrier bag just as her set was about
to start and haranguing the audience at any
imagined provocation. But it was her failure to
comply with the terms of her contract (i.e. nonappearance), that caused the end of this
successful musical relationship.

Born Eunice Waymon in Tryon, North Carolina in
1933, she was able to play piano from an early
age and dreamed of becoming a classical pianist.
Although she trained hard, she was denied a
scholarship by the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia
on what she believed to be racial grounds. In later
years one of the judges rejected this criticism and
asserted it was a question of ability rather than
race. However Nina continued to make this claim
throughout her life, partly out of her
disappointment (although it is doubtful that the
classical world would have been able to contain or
satisfy her) and partly to provide her with creative
motivation.
She did study at the prestigious Juilliard School of
Music in New York but turned to show business to
pay for tuition, playing in an Irish bar in Atlantic
City ‘with drunks in the back and students in the
front’. To ensure that her mother did not find out,
she adopted the name ‘Nina’ (a pet name used by
her Puerto Rican boyfriend) and ‘Simone’ (after
the actress, Simone Signoret). After the first night,
the owner told her that she would have to sing as
well as play piano or lose the booking. And so the
career of one of the greatest singer-pianists of any
generation was born.

The 1990s saw semi-retirement to the south of
France, not that this diminished her irascibility.
The noise coming from two teenagers in her
neighbour’s swimming pool and their failure to
respond to her request to desist was enough to
have her reaching for a firearm. A few rounds of
buckshot, some of which found its way into the
legs of one of the miscreants, landed her a
suspended sentence in 1995.

In 1957 she recorded her first album, Little Girl
Blue, for the Bethlehem label and it included a
version of a 1920s number, My Baby Just Cares
For Me. She sold this album, for $3,000 and
reckoned to have lost a million in the process.
This was another fact which would rankle and
permanently colour her relationship with record
companies. At Midem in 1977 she told record
executives ‘Most of you people are crooks….and
five record companies owe me money’. Guilty
embarrassment or righteous indignation resulted

Nina Simone was a singer of rich spirit and
emotional intensity, a pianist of subtlety and
invention, and she was unsurpassed as a voice of
Black rage and anger. Both her extraordinary
musical talent and outspoken attitude will be
greatly missed.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN (25)

Musically I live with these artistes for weeks,
preparing for features, CD reviews etc. A healthy
mix of old vinyl and tapes, along with a smattering
of CDs and scraps of paper, all adding up to a
tasty soul pot. I hope. One artist who has given
me enormous pleasure has been Lenny Williams,
(TFTW 27), an artist I had relegated to a box in
the loft. A track on some compilation, Tower Of
Power coming to tour, rekindled my interest and
could see the reason I originally bought so much
of his material in the seventies. Lets not forget
Bunny.

Hello once again soul pickers to another helping
of nourishing soul food. Bon appetit.
It hardly seems possible, but the Soul Kitchen is
25 this month. It was only yesterday, so it seems,
that I was struggling, really struggling, to put
words together for the first Kitchen, which featured
the Arthur Alexander story, along with reviews of
his THE MONUMENT YEARS CD and the book
‘Get A Shot Of Rhythm & Blues’. From the outset I
have tried to maintain what I originally set out to
do, that's basically to produce a rag bag of real
soul music, certainly not intended for the
connoisseur, but hopefully always an interesting
read, mixing the obscure with the more known
soul artists.

CDs. I still rate THE ORIGINALS’ masterful
compilation THE ESSENTIAL COLLECTION
(TFTW 19) and O V WRIGHT'S absolutely brilliant
GIANT OF SOUTHERN SOUL (TFTW 12) as
seriously essential releases.
Live shows. Help, so many highlights, but I still go
back to Norman Connors, Jazz Cafe 16th August
2002 (TFTW13) as one of the greatest gigs of all
time, then there was the resurrection of Chucky
boy, then there was.......

I've read a fair bit over the years, but it's only
when I dug deep, it made me realise and very
aware of the suffering and deception that our
beloved soul makers had to endure to put an
obvious talent onto record, then to achieve so
little, if anything, after they had fulfilled, via many
routes that ambition, providing us, the listener,
with three minutes of pleasure, in most cases long
after they had been recorded. Very few make it. I
was going to revisit back issues but decided
against it for the risk of repetitive boredom. So
here are a few highlights from the kitchen’s life.

Sadly we have also lost so many soul treasures to
that vast stage in the sky, which makes me think I
hope the next 25 goes a bit slower, otherwise I
could be with them, which if they are still
performing may not be so bad after all. There's
certainly plenty more of interest boiling away in the
soul pot, it's just that time is against me, on
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occasions, to put ideas into words and people
need bread.

merry floater 'Hello How Have You Been' from
Willie Clayton, or the original version of 'When
Something Is Wrong With My Baby' by Charlie
Rich, which is getting Mean Country airplay.

Finally a very big thank you to everyone that's
helped me out, and for the positive feedback,
which in turn makes writing the kitchen so much
more fun and rewarding.

Bobby McClure is another who always comes up
with a trump card; his track 'Was It Something I
Said' is an absolute pearl. Lyndon, a new name to
me, wades in on 'The Very First Time' a slice of
organic deep blue eyed soul. 'Hitch-hike To
Heartbreak Road' from Bobo Mr Soul is an
infectious up-tempo floater. So it goes, George
Jackson gets deep as only he can. The
Masqueraders’ bittersweet harmonise at a funeral
pace. A perky dancer from Joe L, with the crisp
driving Hi machine behind him all the way. The
great Prince, ex Bean Brothers dancer, Philip
Mitchell watches as bulldozers raise Grandma’s
house to the ground. I could go on, as every
humdinging track is a genuine Southern Soul
winner.

CD OF THE MONTH
FORGIVE THIS FOOLISH MAN
HI DEEP SOUL BROTHERS
1964-1978 UK Hi 192
OTIS CLAY That's How It Is : DON BRYANT I'll Go
Crazy : JOE L I Can't Stand It : NORM WEST Hey Little
Girl : CHARLIE RICH When Something Is Wrong With
My Baby : PHILLIP MITCHELL Turning Over The
Ground : GENE ANDERSON & the INTERNATIONAL
HOOK-UP Forgive This Foolish Man : WILLIE
WALKER Love Makes The World Go Round : SLY
JOHNSON Come On Home : LYNDON The Very First
Time : EBONY WEB I'll Still Be Loving You : BOBO MR
SOUL Hitch-hike To Heartbreak Road : SYL
JOHNSON Take Me To The River : OTIS CLAY Too
Many Hands : GEORGE JACKSON I'm Gonna Wait :
BILLY DAVIS It's All Over : T-99 Sweetness Ain't
Sweetness No More : O V WRIGHT Without You :
WILLIE CLAYTON Hello How Have You Been :
BOBBY McCLURE Was It Something I Said : THE
MASQUERADERS Wake Up Fool : THE MEMPHIANS
Slidin' In and Out (Of My Neighbour's House) : PHILLIP
MITCHELL The Same Folks : EDDIE McGEE What
Made You Change Your Mind : NORMAN WEST
Burning Bridges : TEACHER'S EDITION I Wanna
Share Everything.

A good start for you Rock n Rollers that have
never bought a soul record in your life. I cannot
emphasise how brilliant this CD is. As the sleeve
says
PURE
MEMPHIS
MAGIC.
Highly
recommended.
RATING (out of 5) 5 Soulboys


LIVE
LEON WARE
LONDON JAZZ CAFÉ 13th
June 2003
While most Woodys were
tucking into fish and chips, it was
up to Jazz David and myself to carry the soul
torch to the Jazz Café, to welcome back Detroit's
songwriter, singer, producer, arranger, musical
genius, and living legend, 63 year old Leon Ware,
for the launch of his new album LOVE'S
DRIPPIN'. The messenger strode on stage to a
rapturous welcome, and announced that tonight's
show is dedicated to the creation of earth. Backed
up by a six piece band, or
in his words "a collection
of people who truly love
my music" plus two
delicious female backing
singers. He opens with the
mid tempo 'I Can Feel The
Spirit' which sets the tone
for the whole evening;
haunting
lush
laid
melodies, performed in his own sensual unique
style, offering a glimpse of a lost era in soul
music. Following the opener he dips into his new
album, and very impressive it sounds too, for
'Underneath Your Sweetness', 'Saveur', and 'All
Around The World', with his silky voice pursuing
and tempting love.

From
Otis
Clay's
sumptuous
opener,
through to the last track,
a sensual soul outing
from Teacher's Edition,
this packed 26 track CD
simply oozes with soul
class
and
more.
Demon's latest raid of
the Hi record label avoids the obvious inclusions
of say Al Green, Ann Peebles etc, and introduces
us to some of the more obscure names, alongside
the more familiar. The CD title would suggest it’s
deep soul burners all the way, and there are
plenty, but what is presented is a much wider
diversity of soul from up-tempo, smooth ballads,
with a bit of funk thrown in.
The unmistakable Hi groove that Willie Mitchell
masterminded is well represented on many of the
tracks, no more so than on the brilliant down
tempo title track 'Forgive This Foolish Man', where
Gene Anderson woefully pleads forgiveness after
a one night stand, and the yearning deep
'Sweetness Ain't Sweetness No More' from T-99.
So what else is in the basket? Familiar names like
Otis Clay, O V Wright and Sly Johnson could
never have a bad record day, and really bring soul
depth and quality to any material they lay their
hands on, as is the case here. There are so many
high spots; try Billy Davis deepish 'It's All Over'
complete with backing do do do do do's, or the

Duetting with backing singer Imani, his classic
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record labels to protect the identity of a DJ’s rare
exclusive ownership. The Northern club soul
scene created its own major stars - Major Lance,
Otis Leavill, J J Barnes, Tommy Hunt, Edwin
Starr, to name five.

'That's Why I Came To California', had the house
rocking. Between songs he whispers sensually
about his life and musical journeys, sharing his
wicked erogenous beliefs with us. Back to the
fresh CD for the sexual 'Is It Drippin' On Yourself'.
Following came the showcase of any Ware act,
the amazing array of material he has written, that
charted for other artists, Quincy Jones, 'Body
Heat', Average White Band 'If I Ever Lose This
Heaven', Donny Hathaway 'I Go To Sleep With
You', among other favourites, all spiritually
performed. A change of pace for his 1981 classic
'Rockin' You Eternally' and then a quick flip back
to the new for CD 'Hands On My Heart'.
That
special
moment
arrives
when
Leon
performs
his
own
passionate renditions of
two self-penned numbers
from Marvin Gaye's classic
album, I WANT YOU, that
was fashioned by Ware as
writer and producer. A lazy intro on keyboards by
Leon, before returning centre stage for 'I Want
You' which he rolled beautifully into 'After The
Dance', the spirit of Marvin Gaye was swirling
round the café. Than he was gone, leaving one
mesmerised by the sheer quality of his music,
love and performance from a musical maestro.
Than it was time for our fish (cake) and chips,
eaten from the paper on the tube, such luxury.

Wigan Casino
To a certain extent record quality was forsaken for
rarity. Like most underground scenes, via the
media, the scene peaked in the early eighties,
when a few white manufactured imitators jumped
on the bandwagon, making the pop charts. The
mainstream interest in Northern Soul soon faded
and the spirit was back were it belonged, in dark
smoky cellars, pub back rooms. To this day the
scene thrives with sessions and all-nighters held
all over the country, large attended weekenders,
with records changing hands at ridiculously high
prices. Long may it remain the greatest
underground scene.
SOUL/R&B released in the UK
Once again we continue our walk through the
releases of 1965, continuing with May.

NORTHERN SOUL a very potted history.
Being the Soulboy, I am often asked what is
Northern Soul? So I will TRY and explain.
Northern Soul is a meaningless term because it
doesn't refer to any specific kind of music, but
where it was originally played. Soul guru Dave
Godin reputedly coined the term Northern Soul in
1970, to categorise the, mainly soul, music that
was being played in clubs in the North Of
England. During the sixties there was a flourishing
underground soul scene, a forerunner to the
handful of soul dance clubs that became more
prominent in the early seventies, moving onto
larger venues that were hired, only when available
after midnight, when the main function had
finished. This subversive scene gave birth to the
term all-nighter.

H.B. Barnum:
Chuck Berry:
Buster Brown:
The Cadets:
Johnny Cash:

The Record/I'm A Man
Capitol 15391
Dear Dad/My Little Lovelight Chess 8012
Fannie Mae/Lost In A Dream
Sue 368
Right Or Wrong/Jealous Heart Pye 15852
It Ain't Me Babe/Time and Time Again
CBS 201760
Jimmy Clanton:
Hurting Each Other/Don't Keep Your
Friends Away
Stateside 410
Tony Clarke:
Entertainer/This Heart Of Mine
Chess 8011
Sam Cooke:
It's Got The Whole World Shakin'/Ease
My Troublin' Mind
RCA 1452
Bo Diddley:
Somebody Beat Me/Mush Mouth Millie
Chess 8014
The Dixie Cups:
Iko Iko/Gee Baby Gee
Red Bird 10024
Fat Domino:
Why Don't You Do Right/Wigs HMV 1421
The Four Tops:
I Can't Help Myself/Sad Souvenirs
T Motown 515
Dobie Gray:
Go Go/Walk With Love
Pye 25307
The In Crowd??: That's How Strong My Love Is/Things She
Says
Parlophone 5276
Chuck Jackson/Maxine Brown:Something You Got/Baby
Take Me
Pye 25308
Lou Johnson:
Please Stop The Wedding/Park Avenue
London 9965

In its infancy the music was mainly Motown,
Chicago and sixties soul, that was not particularly
rare, but certainly not mainstream. As the scene
grew the competition amongst DJs to find even
more obscure American soul singles, by unknown
or under appreciated performers, grew
intense. The records had to have a certain
beat, driving R&B rhythms, that was all
important for the dancing, a soul shuffle
which turns into a variety of acrobatic
slides and spins during the middle break,
that grew up around the music. DJ’s sole
ownership of forty fives led to covering
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Ronnie Jones:

Anyone Who Knows
Is/Nobody But You

What Love
Decca 12146

council member Maureen Bateson.
I haven't seen all the detail, but at present all
Licensed premises need an entertainment
licence if two or more people perform live.
There has been a question lately of the use of
backing tapes when a single artist is
performing, as well as Karaoke etc

Ben E King:

The Record/Way You Shake Me
Atlantic 4025
Marie Knight:
Cry Me A River/Comes The Night
Stateside 419
Little Milton:
We're Gonna Make It/Can't Hold Back
The Tears
Chess 8013
Garnet Mimms:
It Was Easier To Hurt Her/So Close
U Artist 1090
The Persuasion:
I'll Go Crazy/Try Me
Columbia 7560
Esther Phillps:
And I Love Him/Shangri-la Atlantic 4028
Sam the Sham/The Pharoahs: Woolly Bully/Ain't Gonna Move
MGM 1269
The Shangri-La's: Out In The Street/Boy
Red Bird 10025
Nina Simone:
I Put A Spell On You/Gimme Some
Philips 1415
The Skatalites:
Dragon Weapon/One Early Morning
Island 175
The Spinners:
Sweet Thing/How Can I
T Motown 514
Joe Tex:
Woman Can Change A Man/Don't Let
Your Left Hand Know
Atlantic 4027
Joe Turner:
Midnight Cannonball/Baby I Still Want
You
Atlantic 4026
Mary Wells:
Never Never Leave Me/Why Don't You
Let Yourself Go
Stateside 415
Larry Williams:
Sweet Little Baby/Slow Down
Decca
12151

The present Licensing laws were written when
much of today's modern equipment, much of it
powerful, wasn't even thought of. Under the
proposals the premises would require a
licence which would then be in force for ten
years with regular yearly safety checks.
Things landlords would require are the sort of
facilities most people would expect in a safe
environment, good toilet facilities, running
water, electrical wiring fit for purpose, limits on
numbers, sufficient safety routes etc.
With regard to community centres etc, this has
always been left to local authorities to
determine the cost of a licence. Here in
Blackburn we have exempted any charge,
however there is a duty to any public
gathering that safety cannot be overlooked.
The new bill will also license individuals, so if a
licensed individual runs a bar at an event, say
at a village hall he can take his licence to that
event.

My top five of the month. Garnet Mimms/Little
Milton/Tony Clarke/Ben E King/Nina Simone
Ronnie Jones. Was this the UK singer who
fronted the Midnighters?

There are a whole host of proposals in the bill
and I only have an overall view of the
regulations. I have lost contact now with all the
detail but Ron O’Keefe may be able to give
you more info. Maureen

SLIPPERY BLAIR
I make no secret that I have always been a, new
and old, Labour supporter. But recently I think
Tony Blair and his cronies have lost the plot, or
are getting too big for their boots. The latest bill
going through parliament now and supposedly
likely to become law very soon is the
entertainment provisions of the Licensing Bill.
What it means is that any premises will have to
get a licence before live music is performed, with
penalties of up to six months in prison or a fine of
£20,000. Naturally this would result in many
establishments no longer offering live music. This
stupid bill would even include community centres,
garden parties, village and parish halls etc. that
would be subject to a licence, which would
prevent musicians performing and stop acts
raising money for charity. Churches and other
places of worship would be exempt, which
possibly could lead to an upsurge in blues venues
within the sacred walls. The government said that
"all musicians should welcome this bill's reforms
which will increase opportunities for musicians to
perform and for the public to enjoy a much wider
range of music". Poppycock, this is the grass
roots of music that they are trying to destroy, and
the freedom to choose. What next?

Maybe councillor Ron O’Keefe will respond before
the deadline. Soulboy will keep you posted.
Remember you're in safe soul
hands with...

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on.









Marffa's Muffins
Fishbone @ Mean Fiddler 30th May.
Getting on the guest list for any gig is always
welcome and getting on the list for Fishbone was
no exception. Now, I had heard of Fishbone
before but up until two weeks ago I hadn’t
knowingly heard any of their material. This
changed when my friend offered me the chance to
go; going straight to the wonderful Internet music
library known as KAZZA, I downloaded a number
of tracks and sat back and listened…

The following is a reply just in from Blackburn

What
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I

heard

surprised

me,

I

found

a

Ska/Jazz/Rock band of top quality with a
refreshing and constantly changing style; I waited
excitedly for the gig….

removed from. One danced like he was in a Rave
– arms flailing out and shaking like he was being
electrocuted, the other stood there and swayed
back and forth; they were enjoying themselves in
their own way and weren’t inconveniencing
anybody too much in the process, alas security
reappeared and moved them on their way again!
Moving back to their seats one of them, still flailing
his arms around managed to deposit a large
amount of beer on another attendee.

Opening with ‘Party at ground zero’, the ¾ full
venue was deafened by a bass volume that
caused my fillings to rattle! If I didn’t know the
song I would have been unable to identify any of
the lyrics, the sound was truly awful and it didn’t
get much better for the rest of the gig. I really
wanted to enjoy myself and bounce around to the
jaunty mix of music that I had previewed at home;
alas this wasn’t to be.

The reaction was spectacular and hilarious. The
guy who got wet removed the beer from the
dancer’s hand and deposited it aggressively on
the floor, this was followed by the dancer
attempting to kick out; the result was gravity
taking over, unable to stand on one leg alone and
being on a flight of stairs, he bounced head over
heels backwards down the stairs. After checking
him for obvious injuries, the security removed
him…

Imagine Jazz, Punk, Ska and Hardcore Metal all
being played at the same time but to different
tunes! The noise was the sort of thing that I would
have expected the US Army to employ as a
psychological warfare agent! The sound did
improve during the encore but it still wasn’t good
enough to change my view of the night.

Only thing was, they brought him back again
shortly after. After upsetting another person and
being propelled on to the lap of the man he had
earlier tried to kick, he was once again
removed…. Only to be shown back to a seat
directly in front of us and just along from a middleaged woman who appeared to be on her own and
decidedly unhappy with her new companions.

Every cloud does have a silver lining they say, and
tonight was no exception. The lead singer has an
alter ego called ‘Dr Mad Vibes’, he performed
some wonderful poetry that was topical and
thought provoking; surely the best part of the
night.
George Thorogood and the Destroyers @
Shepherds Bush Empire, 06/06/03.
(A slightly more lucid account of the gig that Keith
reviewed earlier in the mag – H)

Prudently, Louise and I moved to seats with a
better view and a less inebriated crowd, which
was good because we got to see the last few
songs without any interruptions…. Also we had a
good view of the middle-aged woman beating the
crap out of the troublesome lad!

Boy was I looking forward to this gig, having been
a fan of George for some time and never seeing
him I looked forward to one of his legendary live
shows!

Overall I was quite disappointed with the gig, the
sound was good and George’s voice was a lot
better than I expected, however up in the Gods
the atmosphere was nowhere to be seen. Sure
the old numbers like Madison Blues and Bad to
the Bone rocked hard and did fill the venue with a
particular charge. Personally if it wasn’t for the
fighting, you could have shut your eyes and
thought that you were listening to a CD at home
the majority of the time. I have a good feeling that
downstairs a completely different vibe could be
had and that made it more annoying. (Well, from
Keith’s version of events, it looks like you had the
better end of the deal – H)

From my perch high up in the gods (level three) I
was unable to see the lower ground, bar the first
three rows of people. They didn’t look too active to
me and neither did the band, it took five songs to
pass before any atmosphere reached the heady
heights of the upper tier. This was despite being
told by George that he wanted to get arrested
tonight, he wanted to get down and dirty, and he
even invited the audience to get naked!
Fortunately, everyone where I was sitting resisted
the urge to go alfresco. (And remember, Keith
was in the audience too! – H)
A lengthy and altogether fantastic version of 1
Bourbon 1 Scotch 1 Beer was gratefully received;
this seemed to liven the joint up a bit. Roundabout
this time, two lads - who had been listening,
perhaps too intently, to I drink alone, and on the
face of it, consuming all the alcohol mentioned in
the song – dancing like Muppets/puppets in the
aisle, were advised by security to go back to their
seats. After seeing them to their seats, the
security guard walked off and, unsurprisingly, the
two guys left their seats and returned to the
position in the aisle that they were originally

Snickers ‘Game on’ festival @ the Millennium
Dome 21/22 June.
A weekend of music and skate boarding for £20 is
a bargain, put some well know acts on as well as
some less well known ones and you have the
ingredients for an interesting time; well almost!
Here’s a bit about the bands that I managed to
see.
Biffy Clyro – Scottish scamps that appeared to
have a reasonable following; sounded a bit like
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100 Reasons but not as shouty and they didn’t
have the catchy tunes. Not bad musicians, they
just didn’t do much for me.

The 'Tales From The Woods' Marketing Manager
and Hall of Fame creator, Ken Major, had the
privilege of seeing Phil perform at the Ponderosa
Stomp in New Orleans a few weeks ago and
would later meet up with him. He gave Phil a copy
of 'Tales From The Woods' which prompted him to
kindly write this piece for us which we have
reproduced below.

Adequate 7 – This Bristol based 7 piece were
more than adequate. Trombone and Trumpet the
Punk guitars to create a Jazz/Punk (or Funk-core,
as I found out later) fusion that was more jazzy
than Ska. Harder moments made them sound
more like Suicidal Tendencies, with the Red Hot
Chilli Peppers style slap bass. The brass was
played well and was also varied; rather than just
filling out tunes with a couple of notes, they
actually played large parts of some tunes. Very
good; I may have a look to see if they have an
album out.

Thanks a lot Phil. If you ever want to write again,
we would be more than happy to hear from you.
Keith Woods
To 'Tales From The Woods'
Lucky Millinder
In my memory, Lucky Millinder’s was one of the
greatest bands of all time. In the days when I first
heard his band they had a big hit ‘Sweet Slumber’.
In fact this is the first song that started my vocal
career. I sang this song in our high school
auditorium and I got a round of applause that
shook the building and I’ve been going ever since.
In those days, you couldn’t just walk on the
bandstand and play like the Rock'n'Roll groups you had to read music or you didn’t play. I was
shocked when I read about Lucky Millinder and,
after all these years since I was in high school, I’m
still happy at the memory of his fantastic band. I
hope one day I’ll be able to get some of his
recordings. Thanks to 'Tales From The Woods'
for bringing back such great memories.
Phil Phillips

Mad Capsule Markets – Imagine a Japanese
version of Slipknot with a heavy Tecno influence
minus the silly masks! Lots of swearing between
tracks and not my cup of tea at all!
Voodoo Glow Skulls – More hardcore than
Adequate 7 and nowhere near as good. The
brass section was boring and the lyrics were
indecipherable!
The Vandals – Jumpy up and down Blink 182
types. This lot had a big following. The mosh pit
was messy, people flying all over the place. One
song managed to get a large section of the
audience into a conga for a while though. Didn’t
really do that much for me so I buggered off home
to prepare for day two.

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Oh, I almost forgot. The skate boarding was okay
if you like that sort of thing, for me though there is
only so many times you can laugh at someone
falling flat on their face, after a while it just
becomes the norm and boring.
Look out in next months TFTW for day two of the
show.
MM









Letters to the Editor
During the course of a couple of “Deep South”
trips in the late 1990s, we met up with swamp-pop
legend Phil Phillips who had a massive hit in 1959
with ‘Sea Of Love’. The track was covered here in
the U.K. by Marty Wilde and no doubt hurt the
sales of Phil’s original. Over a coffee, Phil was
happy to chat to us bunch of esoteric music fans
from England being, indeed, a charming and
hospitable host. On one occasion Phil was joined
by his son who, like Phil’s daughter, is also a
musician. So a hugely enjoyable afternoon was
spent in their company in their home town of
Jennings, Louisiana.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
The following letter was prompted by the 'Tales
From The Woods' Marketing Manager’s brief
conversation with the author whilst at this year’s
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage festival.
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Mr. Woods:

At the present, Mr. Flory plays the banjo,
mandolin, fiddle and dobro. He plays with the
"Evening Star String Band" and he also plays solo.

I played the dobro with a group called the Jeff and
Vida Band at jazzfest. Mr. Major approached me
after the show and, unfortunately, I was in kind of
a hurry, busy with my family trying to get them
rounded up, I might have been sort of short with
him and I apologize to him.

Mr. Flory's first stage performance was in 1966 on
a live radio show with regional country music
bands, which was also his first time to hear
bluegrass. Over the years, Mr. Flory has played
music with a number of bands. He calls the music
he plays today, "Southern Music." Patrick says, "If
I have to single out anything to mention with
special pride, it is the Piney Woods Opry Live
Radio show, which I co-founded with several other
people in 1992, in Abita Springs, Louisiana to
promote old fashioned country music."

I just found, after time went by, the letter of
introduction Mr. Major gave me and am replying,
though belatedly.
Jeff and Vida tour over in England and Ireland
frequently and might like to talk to you. I'm not a
touring member of their group, I'm older than
them, have a job, etc., but I play with them a lot
while they are home. If it's of any interest to you,
I've been playing country music since around
1953 and the folklife people at Northwestern State
University here in Louisiana have a little web page
about me:

Patrick has toured and played individual shows in
California, New York, Texas, and New Mexico.
The artist has performed at the Piney Woods
Opry, the New Orleans Jazz Festival, and monthly
coffeehouse shows.



http://www.nsula.edu/folklife/database/
biography/floryPA.html







1950’S SCRAPBOOK

Anyway, now that I've totally bored you, you really
oughta get in touch with J and V. She plays one of
my old Gibsons I let her have, Jeff is a world-class
strings player, and their songs are right up there
with the old country music I loved as a kid down
here in Louisiana.
Pat Flory

Part 8

MISCELLANEOUS
by Neil Foster
 Several books on the ‘50s state that wages
rose during the decade by 32%. I was earning
£3/7/- in 1956 (take-home pay) and by 1961 I
was earning £10, so this seems accurate.

(Following is from the web – H)

Patrick A. Flory - Country Musician
Mr. Flory was born in 1948, in New Iberia,
Louisiana and is presently a resident of Metarie,
Louisiana. His main occupation is architecture and
his past time or working hobby is music. Patrick
learned to play music from listening to radio, old
traditional country musicians, and his great uncle
John Holloway, who was an important early
Mississippi fiddler.

 TV, especially Commercial TV, created a
consumer boom, which was helped by the
ease of HP and general credit. Within a few
years of getting a TV, our family was wellstocked up with goods like Blue Band
margarine, Wagon Wheels and Penguin
chocolate biscuits, SR toothpaste and
whichever soap powder was plugged hardest:
Omo (“Improves even on perfect whiteness”)
or Daz (“with the new blue speckles”).
 The 1950s was a decade when the workingclass became ever more middle-class in
tastes and habits, again under the influence of
TV and rising wages, which gave them the
means to emulate the life-styles they saw
portrayed on the box. TV promoted the middleclass ideal in everything and the only exception
I can think of is “Coronation Street”, the first
genuine working-class TV series, which arrived
in December 1960.

Patrick's real fascination with music began when
he was listening to country music stars such as
Hank Snow, Red Foley, and Hank Williams on the
radio and on records that his brother brought
home. Around the same time, he got the first of
many guitars he owned. While in high school, he
learned to play the guitar and more country music.

 The ‘50s was heavily influenced by American
styles but what about the Italians? Not only in
coffee bars, with espresso coffee machines
like the Gaggia, in scooters, like the Vespa and
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Lambretta, in clothes like the Italian suit, threebutton, with “bum-freezer” jacket and no turnups, in the late ‘50s, but also in music
(“Volare”, “Come Prima”) and design,
especially of cars. Pinin Farina was
commissioned to re-style the Austin and Morris
range of family cars in about 1957 and this was
the first time that the ordinary British car could
be said to have anything called “style” – even
the colours then had been drab – black or dark
blue being the favourites.

Gilbert Harding was the most famous name on
TV. He shot to fame simply because he was
rude, outspoken and irascible, the very
antithesis of the TV of the time (Help! I've got
incurable alliterationitis! I'm doing it all the time
now!), which was as bland as milk. He was
given the honour of having a wax effigy in
Madam Tussaud’s but in 1963, only three
years after his sudden death, this was hastily
melted down and used to create an effigy of
Christine Keeler!

 Talking about fashion, the clothes I wore in
the ‘50s were deeply unfashionable – baggy
trousers, with button flies and turn-ups I was
always catching my feet in; thick, shapeless
sports jackets; heavy shoes with thick soles,
toe-caps and laces that were always coming
undone; belted raincoats that ended just above
the ankle; shirts that were only blue or white
and long socks that kept coming down like
concertinas.

THE END









WHAT A DULL WORLD IT
WOULD BE WITHOUT
CHARACTERS LIKE THESE
Part 1

 I never carried an umbrella (too sissy) but in
Spring and Summer, I often toted a Pakamac
and usually left it in a cinema. I bought (or
rather my mother bought me) my first pair of
Terylene trousers (with the permanent crease)
about 1958 and my first nylon shirt at about the
same time. It was very thin and almost
transparent but being drip-dry was easy to
wash. The quality was nowhere near as good
as today’s synthetics.

Jerry Lee apparently once remarked that it would
be a dull old world without a Jerry Lee Lewis in it,
hence the title of this series of articles. There have
been some very amusing and entertaining
characters in the lives of myself and my
immediate family so I thought I'd relate some tales
about a selection of them here.
On the Rock’n’Roll scene, back in the 1970s,
were a group of Teds known collectively as The
Family. No, not some Mafia outfit, but a genuine
family - Teddy-boy Russ, his wife Mary (both
wearing Teddy boy suits) and their son and
daughter-in-law, or was it their daughter and sonin-law? They were regulars at The Fish in Wood
Green, and I have vivid pictures in my mind's eye
of Russ with his head inside the upright drum on
stage (there was already a hole in the drum
fortunately), with his legs kicking in the air. Then
his son/son-in-law would climb on his shoulders
and someone on his shoulders. It was a wild
venue! Later we all transferred to The Telegraph
in Brixton, and then back to Wood Green to the
pub opposite The Fish, the Kings Arms, which
eventually became the second venue of The
Tennessee Club. However The Family was soon
extended, not by little ones, but by Russ's
girlfriend and Mary's Ted boyfriend. All seemed to
get on fine together, and our weekly Rock’n’Roll
gigs just weren't the same if The Family failed to
appear for some reason. Sadly, Mary died of
cancer in the mid-70s

 “Tuf” shoes were just coming in then and for
once the advertisers’ claims were genuine –
they did last longer than the average shoe; in
fact the uppers often wore out before the soles
did!
 Many psychiatrists tried to analyse the appeal
of Rock’n’Roll to teenagers in the ‘50s. One
pundit put forward the theory that the kids were
excited by the music because the Rock’n’Roll
beat was slightly faster than the human heartbeat and when they listened to it, their heartrate unconsciously speeded up without their
knowing, causing them to get excited.
Apparently, like most intellectuals, he ignored
the blindingly obvious – the kids were excited
by Rock’n’Roll because it was exciting music!
(And anyway, his theory falls down when you
consider that some really exciting Rock’n’Roll
is actually quite slow – “Be Bop A Lula” being a
classic example.)

Another character at The Fish was Big Al, who
used to stand on the stage in front of any
saxophone player who appeared at the venue,
and pretend to faint as the sax player hit a high
note. He'd stand absolutely rigid and fall right off
the stage on to his back on the floor. Big Al is still
around, but no longer performs this feat for our
entertainment. I also remember Tongue-Tied

 Still on the human heart: a Japanese man in
the ‘50s ran up and down stairs until his heart
was pounding.
He placed a microphone
against it and taped the sound, using it as a
drum backing. He then dubbed some music
over it and had a hit (but only in Japan!)
 The fickleness of Fifties fame – in the 1950s,
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Danny Cheek, also still very much around on the
rockin' scene, who used to jump on stage when
doo-wop group Yakkety Yak ever appeared at The
Fish. He used to join in on some of their numbers
- the one I remember most was Mark Dinning's
'Teen Angel'.

Trying to think of an excuse to get away, suddenly
my grandmother noticed the cat was pissing all
down her neighbour’s dress. 'She'll have to stop
talking now', thought my grandmother, but no, the
neighbour just said: ''Ooh, the little piddler' and
carried on talking even though she was soaking
wet!

And of course there were the characters everyone
knew - Sunglasses Ron, Breathless Dan Coffey
and Frantic Fay, and remember Bob Acland,
manager of The Black Raven, who can be seen
proclaiming Jerry Lee 'The King' by placing a
glittering drape jacket on his shoulders on the
video of the London Rock'n'Roll Show at
Wembley Stadium in 1972? Surely this couldn't be
the same Bob Acland who jeered Jerry on an
earlier 1972 tour for singing too much Country
Music, whereupon Jerry told him to 'go shove a
wet noodle up your ass'? Such a charming guy,
our Killer!

Then there was my mother's half-daft cousin
Eddie who, whenever visiting relatives and offered
anything to eat, always declined saying in a soppy
whining voice: 'I only eat cayke'. My grandfather's
two sisters, Flo and May, lived in Reading in an
old-fashioned Victorian house the contents of
which hadn't changed since the Old Queen died.
My mother and I visited once, and the most
modern feature of the house was a Second World
War air-raid shelter still intact in the garden some
30 years after the War finished. Poor old Flo was
aged about 100, and mistook me for my mother's
'toy-boy'.
Then there was 'Boozy Aunt Flo' who wasn't a real
aunt at all, just a friend of my grandmother's. She
came to stay for a week or so, and when she left
my grandmother found dozens of empty gin
bottles under her bed. My mother, being
separated from her husband and bringing up two
boys on her own, was always short of money (my
father paid the minimum maintenance possible).
Boozy Aunt Flo was very well off, so my mother
was delighted when Flo whispered, just before
she left: 'I've left a little something for you behind
the clock'. After she'd gone my mum peeked
behind the clock to find not money, but a
miniature bottle of gin, half empty!

I must have been mad – we went all the way to
Newport for a Breathless Dan record hop back
in ’74. These days it’s a struggle to walk
across the room to change a CD - H

My mother has worked everywhere from parlour
maid/nursery maid at the Deanery of St Paul's and
Trinity Manor in Jersey to serving tea to the Red
Dean, Dr Hewlett Johnson, at the Daily Worker
(although she was a Conservative voter at the
time). In one of her many waitress jobs when they
were short-staffed they employed temporary,
inexperienced waitresses known as 'extra ducks'.
On one occasion one of these extra staff came to
my mother and said, pointing to a customer: ''E
wants one of they fings to wipe 'is mahf wiv. I gave
'im this one but 'e says 'e don't want it 'cos it’s got
lipstick on it.' A clean napkin was produced for the
customer. When my mother was in her first job at
the Deanery, aged only 14, she tripped whilst on
the stairs and dropped the lunch tray with all the
cutlery, best bone china, silverware and the fish
course. Nobody bothered to see if my mother was
OK, but Mrs Ing, the Dean's wife, screamed, ran
into her boudoir and then promptly fainted. The
silverware was sent off to have the dents
removed, and even the bone china was repaired
with rivets.

But characters are by no means confined to the
rockin' scene. My mother relates tales about Flop
Langley, an obese neighbour of hers in the East
End before the War, who praised the culinary
delights of a dish called 'Boil The Pot'. This turned
out to be all the leftovers in the week's pots and
pans, all boiled up at the end of the week to make
Flop Langley's favourite meal. Then there was old
Ma White who was also of ample proportions, and
was always hanging over the garden wall Norman
Evans style (he was an old comedian in drag)
when we lived in Wood Green. One day she
complained to my grandmother that her kitchen
clock was slow and her husband had been late for
work - apparently she always looked over the wall
into our kitchen when she wanted to know the
time rather than waste money on a clock of her
own.
Another East End neighbour of my mother's when
she was a kid always waylaid my grandmother
with local gossip. One day this neighbour was
standing in the street outside her house stroking
her pet cat which was on her shoulder. As my
grandmother approached to get into her own
house, the neighbour detained her as usual.

Two neighbours of my grandmother were always
grumbling. One beautiful day my grandmother
saw them approaching and thought they couldn't
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possibly have anything to moan about on a day
like that. 'Lovely day!' said my grandmother
brightly, to which they replied miserably: 'Yes, but
how long will it last?'

for pensioners. Maida Vale came under
Conservative Westminster City council, which had
no such scheme. Berry was over 60 herself and
insisted she should be entitled to Camden's cheap
holidays, and to prove the point found an A-Z
street guide and a ruler, and said to me: 'I should
qualify, I'm only half an inch from the Camden
boundary on this map!' I assume a letter was then
dispatched to Camden council pointing this out
and claiming a cheap holiday.

This reminds me of an Australian woman who
worked in my office years ago. She moaned all
the time - Australia was a horrible, horrible place
she declared, yet this didn't stop her from saying
my partner, George, and I should visit the country.
One day I asked her what route she travelled from
Australia to UK, and she replied via the Pacific
and the USA, which included a few days stopover
in Hawaii. 'Oh, that must have been nice,' I said.
'Oh no, it was a horrible place, horrible' she
insisted.

Another woman in this same office was supposed
to be a filing clerk, yet spent most of her day
browsing thru Argos catalogues looking for luxury
goods with which to furnish the ladies' room. This
was a relaxation area for the women staff - we
men had to be content with a rotten old basement
storeroom full of old chairs, etc. Hilda ordered
luxury carpets, a three-piece suite and other
fixtures and fittings for the ladies' room - she had
Office Manager Sherrington round her little finger.
'Oh, Sherry,' she'd whine, 'The ladies need a new
carpet for our room, can we order one from
Argos?' He never refused her. One day in early
September my partner George went into the filing
room to do the daily Telex filing, and Hilda was
browsing thru the Argos catalogue as usual. She
looked up with a silly smile, saying: 'Time to be
thinking of Christmassy things.' Now George
couldn't stand Christmas at the best of times, and
to have this silly woman talking about Christmas
before we'd even had our summer holidays just
enraged him. When the Company Secretary died
and the Directors and some of the staff went to
his funeral, I met Hilda on the stairs and she said:
'Lovely day for a funeral!’

She and her friend Betty were going to Ramsgate
on holiday, in the days when the Hovercraft left
there for Calais. Berry, as she was known, thought
she and Betty might take a trip over to France
while they were in Ramsgate, so I spent most of
my lunch-hour going to the nearby Hoverspeed
office getting all the timetables and prices for
them. After two weeks of glorious summer
weather Berry came back from holiday, and I
asked if they'd taken the Hovercraft over to
France. 'Oh no, we couldn't be bothered' she
replied. Wondering why I'd bothered to get her the
timetables, I said: 'Oh well, at least you had nice
weather while you were away.' 'Oh, no, it was
horrible, horrible!' came back the reply instantly.
'Laying on that beach day after day after day with
the blazing sun BEATING down on us, it was
horrible, horrible!'
We should have known better than to offer our
little van and ourselves to help deliver some
furniture they wanted to buy from Whiteley's in
Queensway to their flat. After driving the shop
assistant mad for over half an hour, they finally
decided on an item of furniture or two, but when
the time came to pay, Betty produced a long strip
of charge-cards, none of which were for
Whiteley’s; they were all for posh shops like
Harvey Nichols and Harrods. When the
exasperated shop assistant said they were no use
in Whiteley's Betty just snorted: 'They are good
enough for Harrods, ought to be good enough for
you!' Eventually they paid up, and we had to
manhandle the furniture into our tiny van and drive
them home to Cheyne Walk in Chelsea, then
offload the furniture into their expensive flat. They
treated us like menials all the time, rather than
work colleagues doing them a favour. No money
was offered; they just barked orders at us. As we
left they promised to treat us to a meal sometime,
but this never materialized.

George decided to play a joke on Hilda one day.
Her surname was Overall, but he sent her a
greetings card addressed to Hilda Pinafore with a
message inside which read: 'From Rachel and
Isaac. Remember the good times we used to
have at Solly's!' I'm afraid I gave the game away
by grinning when Hilda showed me the card with a
puzzled look, saying she'd never heard of Rachel
and Isaac and whining: 'I've never even BEEN to
Solly's'. Of course she guessed it was me and
George winding her up as soon as she saw my
amused expression.
Hilda always attended the company's Ladies'
Christmas Lunch at the Overseas Club, just
behind the Ritz Hotel. Women staff members said
she always sat at the head of the table like the
Queen, being a long-serving employee. The male
staff didn't get a lunch at all, but one of the
companies we represented was Carlton United
Breweries who produced Foster's lager. At that
time it wasn't brewed in the UK, but we used to
import small quantities, and send out Christmas
packs of lager. A guy called Peter came to work in
the post room, next to the Telex room, and he had
a huge chip on his shoulder because he had been
made redundant from a job as a shipping clerk

Berry was a staunch Conservative, but when she
was living in Maida Vale she got very jealous
when I told her my mother, up the road in Kilburn,
went on cheap holidays every year which the
Labour Camden council arranged and subsidized
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and was now reduced to a postman. The tradition
was if any of the lager was unfit for human
consumption for any reason (dented or rusting
cans for instance), the damaged goods would be
offered to the male staff free of charge as a
Christmas gift. One day I caught him bashing
Christmas packs of Foster's lager on the corner of
his work surface. 'I'll make sure there's plenty of
lager for us this year, lads', Peter said, 'This lot will
come back with plenty of dented cans!'

Houserockers - Gig Guide
Try their website at www.houserockers.co.uk

July 2003
Saturday 5th

The Station Hotel

The two Australian directors had attended public
school in England. They were brothers, and
addressed all the male staff by their surnames. Mr
Roy, as he was known, rang down to the post
room one day and said: 'Ah, Twigg. My fountain
pen needs filling. Can you come upstairs and get
it?' 'Bloody cheek!' said Peter, 'I'll teach him.' He
fetched the expensive fountain pen, but before
filling it with ink put bits of blotting paper, salt, tea,
tealeaves and anything else he could find in the
ink to ruin the boss's pen. 'That's the last time he'll
call me to fill his bloody fountain pen,' he said.
'Who do they think they are? They used to be
running around the Outback with a load of bloody
Abboes with the arse 'anging out of the back of
their trousers!' On another occasion the wife of
one of the Australian-based directors rang down
the Receptionist whilst she and her husband were
grouse-shooting up in Scotland. 'I've ran out of
envelopes,' she said. 'Please buy some more from
Fortnum and Masons and send them up to me!'
How on Earth did the poor woman manage in
Melbourne without Fortnum and Masons'
envelopes I wonder? Must have been Hell for her.
Tony Papard







The Avenue, South Nutfield



Saturday 12th

The Heart of Kent Rock & Roll Club
Aylesford Community Centre, Fostal Road
Aylesford near Maidstone, Kent



Friday 18th

The Bridge House Tavern
Anerley Park/High Street, Penge



Sunday 20th

Woodgrange
Southchurch Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, Essex



Friday 25th

Five Bells
75 Bromley Common, Bromley
The Houserockers Blues Band


Sunday 27th

Erith Working Man's Club
Valley Road (A206), Erith, Kent



August 2003
Friday 15th

Seven Stars
Maidstone Road, Foots Cray, Sidcup, Kent



Sunday 17th

Carshalton Ex-Servicemen’s Club
West Street, Carshalton, Surrey
Live music starts at 9pm. Admission £3.



Saturday 23rd

Maidstone All-Dayer

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE

Maidstone Mote Park Leisure Centre
Mote Park, Maidstone, Kent
Crazy Man Crazy/Flytes/House Rockers/Big Boy
Bloater & his Southside Stompers/Blast Off
DJ's Wildcat Pete, Pete Bruce

P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556



Saturday 30th

Prince of Wales
High Street, Strood, Kent

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors: John Broven/Mick Huggins
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Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

climactically into ‘Great Balls Of Fire.’

Dion received an adoring welcome from his New
York home crowd and did all his great ones from ‘I
Wonder Why’ and ‘A Teenager In Love’ through
‘Where Or When’ and ‘Runaround Sue.’ There
were stand-out renditions of ‘Drip Drop,’ ‘Donna
The Prima Donna,’ ‘Ruby Baby,’ ‘Love Came To
Me,’ a magnificently stomping ‘The Wanderer,’
and a beautiful arrangement of Del Shannon’s
‘Runaway.’ Full marks to the well-rehearsed band
that also did the doo-wop vocal backgrounds,
faithfully in the styles of the Belmonts and the Del
Satins. Both Dion and Jerry Lee had sublime
Hammond organ players.

Final word on nutrition and health
Here is an extract from Dr Dale’s case book:
Here's the "final word" on nutrition and health. It's
a relief to know the truth after all those conflicting
medical studies.
1.

The Japanese eat very little fat and suffer
fewer heart attacks than the British and
Americans.
2. The Mexicans eat a lot of fat and suffer fewer
heart attacks than the British or Americans.
3. The Japanese drink very little red wine and
suffer fewer heart attacks than the British or
Americans.
4. The Italians drink excessive amounts of red
wine and suffer fewer heart attacks than the
British or Americans.
5. The Germans drink a lot of beers and eat lots
of sausages and fats and suffer fewer heart
attacks than the British or Americans.
CONCLUSION: Eat and drink what you like.
Speaking English is apparently what kills you.
Tony Wilkinson







On the next Saturday (June 14), Jerry Butler,
Gene Chandler, Ben E. King and Lloyd Price
put on an exhilarating two-and-a-half hours nonstop show as The Four Kings. A routine oldies
concert this was not. The artists were on and off
stage all the time; it was rather like being at the
Whitehall Theatre without the farce. During the
evening, each singer was accorded a standing
ovation: Jerry Butler with ‘For Your Precious
Love,’ Ben E. King with ‘Stand By Me,’ Lloyd Price
with ‘Personality,’ and Gene Chandler with his
theatrical masterpiece ‘Duke Of Earl.’ A touching
interlude came with song tributes to deceased
idols Sam Cooke, Marvin Gaye and Otis Redding.
The big orchestra, including a six-piece
horn/brass section and enthusiastically directed by
Al Johnson, was a joy as were the five talented
back-up singers. Encouragingly, a good proportion
of the audience was black which made for a lively
atmosphere.



GO WEST TO
WESTBURY, YOUNG
MAN
We’re not talking here about Great Western
Railway’s fabled Westbury Junction. This is
Westbury Music Fair on Long Island, which has
had a great June for the TFTW Hemsby/Rhythm
Riot ageing rockers fraternity. It’s a theatre in the
round giving first-class visibility from any seat in
the house, with a slowly revolving stage, excellent
lighting and sound.

On Friday, June 20 Willie Nelson rode into town,
and attracted a sell-out crowd. Even New York
has a few redneck brothers. The new
septuagenarian was in sparkling form, aided by
his impeccable, very rhythmic six-piece road
band. Willie’s songbook is so large and his hits so
many, you felt he could go on forever without
repeating himself. The many highlights included
the outlaw anthem ‘Me And Paul,’ ‘Mammas Don’t
Let Your Babies Grow Up To Be Cowboys,’ ‘Blue
Eyes Crying In The Rain, ‘Whiskey River,’ ‘On The
Road Again,’ Steve Goodman’s ‘City Of New
Orleans,’ Kris Kristofferson’s ‘Me And Bobby
McGee,’ Lefty Frizzell’s ‘If You’ve Got The Money
I’ve Got The Time’ and a medley of Willie’s own
impeccable classics, ‘Funny How Time Slips
Away,’ ‘Crazy’ and ‘Night Life.’

Dion and Jerry Lee Lewis, an unlikely couple, held
court on June 6 and 7. I was at the Saturday show
th
(7 ). Considering all that Jerry Lee has gone
through, it was good to know that he still survives
on this planet. Even better, he was in fine form
vocally and it was a delight to see him work the
grand piano – boogie-woogie rhythms and
glissandos abounded. His seasoned Memphis
band, well accustomed to the Killer’s erratic timing
and off-the-cuff song selections, rocked solidly
throughout. The programme featured ‘Sweet Little
Sixteen,’ ‘You Win Again,’ ‘Mona Lisa,’ ‘Over The
Rainbow,’ ‘Boogie Woogie Country Man’ with
‘Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin’ On’ segueing

The Music Fair listing for June ends with Dick
th
Fox’s quarterly doo-wop extravaganza on the 28
starring the Teenagers, Herb Reed’s Platters, and
the Earls. Upcoming bookings include Judy
Collins, the Isley Brothers, Robert Cray/John Hiatt,
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The Temptations’ Revue, Neil Sedaka, Ringo
Starr, Joe Cocker and the Beach Boys. The
eternal Tom Jones and Englebert H. will devour
the Long Island equivalent of the ‘chicken in the
basket’ lady fans later in the year.

OK so here goes off the top of my head...
Stage managing - Easy work, I certainly couldn't
keep things running smoothly if it wasn't for the
help of the Hemsby team! The May bash is harder
than October, due to the extra days; I always think
that being a stage manager and a compere are
two very conflicting jobs! If you have stage
experience then the task is not hard until things go
wrong and, when they do, it’s you everyone will
look to and blame, Willie does not like to be
bothered and that's why he pays me! I am always
getting flak from punters and musicians and
sound guys, it's like I'm the man in the middle!

It’s well worth checking out the Westbury
schedule
on
any visit
to
New York
(www.musicfair.com). You have to catch the Long
Island Rail Road train from Penn Station to
Westbury on the Huntington/Port Jefferson line.
It’s about a 40-minute journey, usually without the
hassles associated with Connex South Eastern or
Thameslink (I see the latest rail punctuality stats
give the ‘Link a 72.1% and falling rating, shurely
shome mishtake even at that level from what
Blues Boy tells me through grievous personal
experience). I digress. If the Westbury taxi rank is
empty, there is a half-hour hike to the theatre off
Brush Hollow Road. The effort is rewarding if the
bill is attractive.

Keeping to schedule is not easy sometimes,
especially if the Headliner goes over, or when you
have a late band or a big band, sometimes with
only 15 minutes between acts. Most bands are
used to doing two ¾ hour sets or 60 minutes - at
Hemsby it’s only one ¾ hour set including
encores, so getting ‘em off can be tough! Stress
and pressure spring to mind but at the very least,
it’s a long, long day, each day. Up at 8.30am,
clean stage and backstage at 9.30am. Sound
checks for Headliners and pro bands from 10.30
to 12.00 or later. Getting cars moved, chasing
Pontins staff and musicians for instruments,
electrical adapters, guitar and/or music stands,
stage plans, bulbs, fire extinguishers, first aid kits,
toilet roll, vacuum cleaner, reflective tape, face
cloths and anything else required as well as an air
conditioning unit that requires constant attention.

Jerry Lee, Dion, the Four Kings ‘n’ Willie all lived
up to their enormous reputations. What more can
a loyal TFTW reader ask? After all that
excitement, we let the car take the strain back
home east.
John Broven









Recently, our erstwhile Marketing Manager, Ken
Major, struck up a dialogue with Rockin' Lee
Hugman, Stage Manager at Hemsby. Quoth the
Major, “I guess a stage manager's job must be
easy particularly at Hemsby where everything
appears to co-ordinate so smoothly; actually I am
not quite sure what the responsibilities are, ensure
amp leads are taped down? (I observe a wry grin
from Keith who now expects some flak back from
a somewhat deliberate controversial statement,
hopefully making some future TFTW fodder)!”
Lee, having made the observation that most
reviews cover only the bands, who played what
and a few personal writers’ comments, was thus
moved to submit the following article.

Mid afternoon, while keeping an eye out at the
Queen Vic, getting a plan of action with film,
lighting and sound guys. Late afternoon,
competitions in the main ball room, leading to
early evening when the live acts start, where a
stage manager becomes a waiter, electrician,
lighting engineer, sound engineer, fixer, supplier
of towels, hold my hand I'm scared, please take
me to the loo, performer of miracles, supplier of
every music shop stock, from sticks and strings to
guitar tuners and even guitars!
Imagine the sound guys insisting that Jack
Baymore does not jump on all their instruments
and, after pulling him off the drum kit twice (as the
sound crew threatens to pull the plug on him if
he's standing on the kit for one minute longer), he
finishes his song, walks over to me and knocks
me to the floor! I also recall the crowd turning real
ugly after the Nu-Niles set and that was touch and
go for a while!

Hemsby, Behind The
Scenes
My view on the Hemsby review, was not just
aimed at your review of the festival, I find ALL
mags write pretty much the same, blinkered
account of what went on! No mention of things like
DJs, hot rods, talent, jive, jam session, fancy
dress, stalls, classic bikes, side shows, big
screen, footy match, ALL the stuff that goes on
off-stage!

Often the DJ can't get any sound or his mike won't
work, or on stage they can't get an amp to work;
it's usually the obvious, hopefully! Once I had to
jump behind the kit and drum behind Rob
Glazebrook, giving me the honour of drumming,
stage managing, DJing and being the Hemsby
compere all in the same day! I have had to drive
into Yarmouth to pick up a drum head, meet the
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piano deliverers and assemble a grand for Big Al
Downing at 6.00am. I was the last person to stage
manage and compere Merril E Moore!

they don't seem to last long! You ride easy,
Rockin’ Lee Hugman.
(Lee, we now await your Dad’s stories. We’d be
delighted to print them – H)

NO act is allowed to sound check before their
performance, so I have to make sure all is how it
was in sound checks, mike heights, amp
positions, piano is up and running, sets are in
place, leads taped down and, when I know that's
okay, then I check that musicians, compere,
sound crew, lighting are ready to go, then the DJ
has to be informed.









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

The headliners really need looking after (no more
than any musician deserves, I might add!), fans to
be placed on stage, along with towels and water.
Sometimes the headliners arrive back stage with
their entourage and it's not even their night to
perform, then it’s time to play host to the stars!
Pulling things out of thin air is a trick you learn on
the road. I've been on that round since the tender
age of 12 (1972) but trying to enforce the No
Smoking policy is an impossibility; the smoke
detectors back stage will cut out the main power
to the stage!

Garage, Highbury and Islington
th
Friday 4 July (£15)
BR549
Dingwalls, Camden Town
th
Sunday 6 July (£12.50)
Dave and Ansell Collins & The Pioneers
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Monday 7 July (£20)
Suzanne Vega

Taking LaVern Baker to the toilet as her band
struck up on stage for her performance was a
tricky one! But missing musicians at show time is
a nightmare, holding a bucket on stage for the
drummer to throw up in during his performance
was another! No lighting guy, so that's another
thing you have to learn to operate!

Barbican
th
Tuesday 8 July (£12.50/£22.50)
Joshua Redman Elastic Band
Dave Holland Quintet
Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Wednesday 9 July (£10)
Amos Garrett

There are good times too - sitting backstage,
hearing some ol' guy telling jokes, this joker
turned out to be no less than Lee Hazlewood, an
artist I'd admired since childhood (don't come
higher than that), having breakfast with Janice
Martin, having Narvel Felts phone me up two
months after Hemsby to thank me.

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
Friday 11 July (£TBA)
Philly Soul Festival
with Kindred The Family Soul
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Friday 11 July (£20)
The Charlatans

After the last band completes their last encore,
from 3.00am the stage has to be set for the
following sound checks at 9.30am. But I still can't
leave due to the fact the band have to get their
gear and change clothes, and some musician has
left his stage wear in the dressing room, another
has left an electric piano on stage, the headliners
have to return backstage to pick up their personal
stuff after they have finished signing autographs in
the reception hall!

Hyde Park (Open Air)
th
Saturday 12 July (£35)
Shania Twain
Barbican
th
Sunday 13 July (£13.50/£25)
Cassandra Wilson
Forum, Kentish Town
th
Sunday 13 July (£22.50)
Bunny Wailer

Then it’s a beer or two to wind down, and
suddenly realising you feel FUZZY, and you forgot
to get something to eat, so it’s off to the café and
then to bed, passing next door’s chalet that has a
party going full swing, Mouse and some fellow
musicians are the band, the Executioner is the DJ.
Sweet dreams till the alarm goes off, then we start
again!

The Fridge, Brixton
th
Sunday 13 July (£25.00)
Hugh Masekela
Royal Albert Hall
th
Sunday 13 July (£24.50/£42.50)
James Brown

Well, that's off the top of my head. Should anyone
think it's easy, I need an assistant for October, as
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Union Chapel, Islington
th
Monday 14 July (£17.50)
John Cale

Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Thursday 24 July (£12.00)
Dan Hicks

Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Monday 14 July (£20)
Tony Joe White

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
th
Thursday/Friday 24 /25 July (£25)
Sam Moore

The Fridge, Brixton
th
Tuesday 15 July (£15.00)
London African Gospel Choir & Black Voices

Claremont Landscape Garden, Surrey
th
Saturday 26 July (£32)
Beach Boys

The Fridge, Brixton
th
Wednesday 16 July (£15.00)
London African Gospel Choir

Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
th
Saturday 26 July (£20/£25)
King Sunny Ade

Forum, Kentish Town
th
Wednesday 16 July (£12.00)
Cooper Temple Clause

Dingwalls, Camden Town
th
th
Tuesday/Wednesday 29 /30 July (£TBA)
The Blasters

Underworld, Camden Town
th
Wednesday 16 July (£11.50)
Fishbone

Brixton Academy
th
Wednesday 30 July (£25)
Z Z Top

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
th
Wednesday/Thursday 16 /17 July (£25)
Boz Scaggs

Jazz Café Camden Town
st
Thursday 31 July (£25)
Wynton Marsalis Septet
st
Also Friday 1 August and Tuesday/Wednesday
th th
5 /6 August

The Fridge, Brixton
th
Thursday 17 July (£15.00)
Zulu Nation

Cambridge Folk Festival
st
Thursday 31 July and through the weekend
(£Various)
Steve Earl, Eliza Carthy, Julian Cope and many
more

Hyde Park (Open Air)
th
Thursday 17 July (£35)
Yes
Jazz Café Camden Town
th
th
Friday/Saturday 18 /195 July (£12.50)
Soulive

Royal Albert Hall
nd
Saturday 2 August (£12.50/£15)
Jazz Jamaica All Stars
Kocani Orkestar, Kimmo Pohjonen, Ellika &
Solo, Manecas Costa

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
th
Saturday 19 July (£12.50/£15)
Ensemble Bash
Backbeat with Django Bates

Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club
Frith Street, Soho
rd
Sunday 3 August (£12)
Jamie Cullum

Dingwalls, Camden Town
th
Sunday 20 July (£12.50)
Desmond Dekker and the Aces
Hyde Park (Open Air)
th
Sunday 20 July (£35)
Paul Weller

Dingwalls, Camden Town
th
Thursday 7 August (£15)
Dale Watson and the Lonestars
Heather Myles

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
st
Monday 21 July (£10/£15)
The Carl Palmer Band

Forum, Kentish Town
th
Sunday 10 August (£20)
Burning Spear

Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
st
Monday 21 July (£20/£22.50)
Isaac Hayes

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Sunday 10 August (£15)
Southside Johnny and the Astbury Dukes

Hyde Park (Open Air)
nd
Tuesday 22 July (£35)
Jools Holland

DeMontfort Hall gardens, Leicester
(Concert For A Landmine Free World)
th
Sunday 10 August (£40)
Emmylou Harris, Steve Earl, Chrissie Hynde,
Billy Bragg, Ian McCulloch

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
rd
Wednesday 23 July (£23.50)
Steve Winwood

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Monday 11 August (£22.50)
Patti Smith
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Ken also feels that someone should offer a
helping hand to 'Tales From The Woods' veteran
contributor Neil Foster in the book review
department. As Ken quite rightly points out, there
are so many books out there these days crying
out to be reviewed in these hallowed pages. So
how about it, if you’ve read a good book lately,
give Neil a hand and let us know what you
thought. What do you think Neil? Would you
appreciate the assistance? We’re still waiting to
review your promised tome, by the way.

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
th
Tuesday/Wednesday 12 /13 August (£17.50)
Terry Callier
Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Tuesday 19 August (£14)
Chris Smither
Brixton Academy
st
Thursday 21 August (£22.50)
Beck
Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
st
Thursday 21 August (£15)
British Blues Night
with Savoy Brown, The Groundhogs, Stan
Webb’s Chicken Shack

GANG MEET UP 1 – LAST MINUTE
REMINDER

Twickenham Stadium
rd
th
Saturday/Sunday 23 /24 August (£35/£75)

The following gang meet up will be A 'Tales From
The Woods Promotions’ presentation, the
Hardrock Bunter Birthday Party, at the King and
Queen (private upstairs room), Foley Street, on
th
Friday 4 July from 19:30 hours until 23:00.
Admission free including buffet. You are welcome
to bring along your own audio tapes to delight the
assembled throng.

The Rolling Stones
also
Wembley Arena
th
Friday 29 August (£Sold Out)
th
Monday 15 September (£45/£150)
Birthday greetings go out to one of 'Tales From
The Woods' younger subscribers, Gavin Childs,
th
who will be 23 on July 9 . Thank you for the
message left on my answering machine and the
kind words about 'Tales From The Woods'. It is,
indeed, much appreciated, especially regarding
my anti-war article back in issue 26. In answer to
your question Gavin, it is not possible to have a
political piece every month. I just simply don’t
have the time to construct articles of that type but,
rest assured, we here at the 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board are, at this moment in
time, seething with anger over many things which,
no doubt, will burst forth upon these pages over
the next couple of months.

The last presentation at the King and Queen was
a huge success so lets go one better folks, and
make this even more of a gas. Hope to see as
many of you as possible.

Gavin also wishes to pass on birthday greetings,
albeit belatedly, to his girlfriend Julie, who he
describes as his “road to enlightenment and truth./
th
nd
Julie celebrated her 19 birthday on June 22 . I
hope you both enjoy the upcoming gig at
DeMontfort Hall Gardens in Leicester in aid of a
th
landmine free world on Sunday 10 August.

GANG MEET UP 2
Now, let me see, who else? July rings a bell. Errr,
oh yeah, how could I forget Nikki? XXX for July
th
26 when she will be 21 years older than she was
in 1982.

st

The next gang meet up will be Friday 1 August,
at the Marquis of Salisbury, Haymarket, from
18:30 hours onwards. Depart for a meal at
approx. 20:15. This one time watering hole of
Oscar Wilde and Lord Alfred Douglass will be
playing host to a modern day bunch of social
outcasts, the notorious 'Tales From The Woods'
crew of Bohemians.
For the meal, the general consensus of opinion
this month is a long overdue return to Chinatown
so I look forward to seeing as many of you there
as possible.

Marketing Manager and Hall of Fame creator, Ken
Major, has come up with yet another brilliant idea,
that someone should submit a review of our
monthly gang meet up (as proved by his article in
issue 19). Well, it’s up to you folks; I certainly
don’t have the time to do it. If anyone fancies
taking this on, let me know, or perhaps we could
all take it in turns. I certainly wouldn’t mind doing
one every so often.

Artistic director of Cinema Queen Anne, Weith
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Koods, is offering a special deal exclusively to
'Tales From The Woods' contributors/subscribers.
Videos and DVDs from its impressive archives are
available for both hire and swap. Lists of available
merchandise are now ready for circulation. For
further details please ring the box office on 020
8460 6941 between 10.00 and 22.00 daily. Offer
nd
ends on August 2 . Also, feel free to request
details of performance times etc.

Editor – Keith Woods
Page 3, The Buzz – Keith Woods
Film/Book Review – Neil Foster
Mr Angry – John Howard
CD/Show Reviews– Brian Clark

'Tales From The Web'

July Mumbo Jumbo – Lee Wilkinson

Don’t forget to take a peek at the 'Tales From The
Woods' website, recently updated;
www.tftw.freeuk.com

Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available in annual form
only at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
‘50s Scrapbook – Neil Foster
What A Dull World– Tony Papard
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
Lucky Millinder – Phil Phillips
Westbury – John Broven

A near complete collection of NME covering the
period from the late ‘70s to the early ‘90s has
recently come up for sale. Sensible offers please
to the Editor at the usual address at the end of the
mag. The response so far has been abysmal and
nd
the offer closes on August 2 when the complete
collection will be taken to Greenwich Market and,
no doubt, we here at the editorial board will be
forced to accept whatever offer is given.

Hemsby Backstage – Rockin’ Lee
Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Pix – Paul Harris
Website – FatBellyPeat

'Tales From The Woods' contributor and the
country’s finest expert on all things British (skiffle
and Rock'n'Roll), Darren Vidler, advises the hot
line that Micky Ashman, Lonnie Donegan’s
original bass player is giving a talk on his life on
th
28 August at the Pump House in Watford.
Thanks for letting us know Darren. See you there.

No sugar for me – ‘H’



25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

Keith Woods




‘Tales from the Woods’

That’s it for this month folks.
Four legs good – two legs bad.





If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

Also on the hot line recently was our man in
Manchester, Gordon ‘Combover’ Robinson, who
let us know the fantastic news that he is presently
in training for up to six hours a day. In September
he will be entering the Manchester Marathon.
Jack Daniels is now replaced by fresh orange
juice and Havana cigars by vitamin pills. Gordon
says he feels like a new man, at least thirty years
younger. In fact, he wishes he’d done it years ago.
Go for it Gordon, we will be rooting for you. Soon
we may have a 'Tales From The Woods'
subscriber marathon winner!
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